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Abstract 

Evolutionary Algorithm for Function Model Synthesis 

By 

Amaninder Singh Gill 

Dr. Chiradeep Sen, Major Advisor 

Function modelling plays an essential role in the systematic design process. Designers are 

trained in the academia trained on function models, yet the acceptance of function models in 

the industry remains sparse. A possible reason is that there is a lack of computational support 

for synthesizing function models. The research presented in this dissertation aims to fill that 

gap. A conceptual proof of function model synthesis using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is 

initially presented. Thereafter a priori rules to evaluate function model have been developed. 

These rules do not rely on a designer conveying designer intent to the algorithm, which was 

the case in the first proof of concept implementation. This meant that unique function models 

can be synthesized using this framework. Also, function models of differing sizes and 

differing vocabulary sizes can also be constructed. Finally, this approach has been extended 

to synthesize function models by decomposing a black box. 
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Claim of Originality 

The author claims the originality of the research results presented in this dissertation, the 

following being the most significant: 

1. The parameterization of function models (as a chromosome) to be compatible with

synthesis using a Genetic Algorithm (GA). 

2. Development of a GA that will accept function models as an input and perform

computation on them so as to synthesize function models. 

3. An implementation of algorithm that demonstrated the synthesis of function models from

a random model to a specific function model that meets the designer intent. 

4. Development of count, type, topology, and model level rules for twelve function verbs to

evaluate each function model being synthesized by the computer implemented GA. 

5. A Microsoft Excel ™ based user interface for implementing the GA with the rules listed

in 4. 

6. Development of modified count, type, topology, and model level rules for twelve function

verbs to evaluate each function model such that a black box may be decomposed to 

synthesized function models. 

7. A Microsoft Excel ™ based user interface for implementing the GA based decomposition

of the function model using the framework listed in 6. 

8. Development of complexity metrics to understand the size of the search space for function

model synthesis using GA. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter presents the background, motivations, research questions and an overview of 

the solutions incorporated in this doctoral dissertation. This dissertation deals with the 

function model and addresses the longstanding research gap, namely that of automatic 

synthesis of function models.  

1.1 Background and Motivation 

In the systematic design process pioneered by Pahl and Beitz [1] in their seminal text 

Konstruktionslehre, the task clarification step is followed by describing the functionality of 

intended product or system. As the next step, function models that correspond to the 

functional requirements are constructed. A function model is essentially a graph consisting 

of nodes and edges, where the nodes are subfunctions and flows are energy, material, and 

signal flows. The subfunctions interact with each other to transform flows in a way that will 

accomplish the overall function or goal of the product. Function models are therefore an 

abstract representation of the conceptual stages of systems engineering and design and are 

solution neutral [2–4]. As a result, they are useful in the early stages of design when form-

related information may be unavailable or when it is too early to make such decisions. Under 

this situation, function-based thinking enables understanding the interactions between the 

functional units within the system and exploring the solution space methodically while 

avoiding design fixation and premature commitment to form [5], [6].  

A variety of languages, representations, and tools have been proposed to model the 

functionality of systems, which are reviewed further in Chapter 2. This chapter focuses only 

on the specific kind of function models known as the “function structure” which are graph-

based models whose nodes represent transformative actions performed by the functional 
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units of the system, and the edges represent flows of material, energy, and signal upon which 

those actions are performed. An example is shown in Figure 1. 1 which describes the 

functionality of a hairdryer. The round nodes in this model represent the environment 

surrounding the system. In these models, the terms describing the functions and flows can 

be written in plain English or selected from a vocabulary, depending on the modeling 

approach. For example, the first “Energize Material” term in the figure is drawn from the 

Concept Modeler vocabulary [7], [8]. It describes air being energized with mechanical 

energy (ME), thus causing it to flow through the hairdryer, which describes the function of 

the fan rotor within the device.  

 

Figure 1. 1: A function model of a Hairdryer 

 

Function models are widely used in academia, but have not been widely accepted by design 

practitioners, owing to the their perception of not being practical [9] and being passed over 

for CAD models which are perceived to be more descriptive [10]. Using graph based block 

and arrow based paradigm is also perceived to be more challenging by design practitioners 

[11]. In the opinion of the design community, if there were computational tools that could 

aid designers in constructing function models, it would encourage the design practitioners to 

adopt function models in design practice in the industry [12].  

Import
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1.2 Research Questions and Scope of Research 

The overarching aim of this research is to automate the synthesis of function models. To this 

end, several research questions were formulated. 

The first research question, RQ1 is whether function models can at all be synthesized. To 

this end there are further research sub-questions that need to be addressed. The RQ1.1 posits 

whether a genetic algorithm (GA) based evolutionary approach can be used to synthesize 

function models, leading to RQ1.2, whether graph-based function models can be 

parameterized to be compatible with a GA. Also, whether GA can take in this parameterized 

function models forms RQ1.2. 

The second research question, RQ2 is whether function models that mimic realistic 

topologies be created using GA. To this end, the RQ2.1 asks whether a priori rules for 

logically consistent definitions of function verbs can be developed to evaluate the function 

models can be generated and RQ2.2 asks whether these rules can be adapted to work with 

the existing framework of GA. Another important aspect of this research is also to determine 

as RQ2.3 whether the function models being generated are practically usable. Finally, it is 

important to determine whether this approach is valid for function models of different sizes 

and while different sizes of vocabulary being used (RQ2.4).  

The third research question RQ3, is whether black box can be decomposed into unique 

function models using this evolutionary framework. It is important to explore whether this 

framework can be applied to decomposing black boxes into function models with increasing 

sizes with vocabulary remaining constant (RQ3.1), increasing vocabulary size with the size 

being held constant (RQ3.2), and increasing complexity (RQ3.3).  
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The research hypothesis to all of the research questions listed above is in the affirmative. 

The following section describes the overview of the approach taken to answer the research 

questions. 

1.3 Overview of Solution 

The research questions and sub questions posed in RQ1 are addressed in Chapter 3. An 

approach to synthesize function models using a GA is demonstrated for five different user 

electromechanical consumer products: hairdryer, nailgun, juicer, toothbrush, and air fryer. 

This was made possible by developing a chromosome that can completely describe a 

function model and is compatible with a GA. This initial proof of concept has been 

implemented in Matlab ™ [13].  

The research questions and sub questions posed in RQ2 are addressed in Chapter 4 and 

Chapter 5. A set of 72 rules have been described and verified in Chapter 4. In chapter 5, the 

user interface developed in Microsoft Excel ™ has been described in detail. Using this 

interface, the validation of these rules has been carried out, which answers the sub questions 

posed. 

The research questions and sub questions posed in RQ3 are addressed in Chapter 6. The user 

interface developed in Microsoft Excel ™ has been modified in order to automated the 

decomposition of black block to synthesize function models. Using this interface, the 

validation of these rules has been carried out, which answers the sub questions posed. A 

complexity metric that corelates to the generations to convergence has been proposed.  
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Chapter 2: Review of Literature 

There is extensive work over the years that has been carried out in the field of function 

modeling and Genetic Algorithms (GA). This chapter highlights the previous work that is 

relevant to this research. 

2.1 Function Modelling  

Function models have been at the center of systematic design approach proposed by Pahl 

and Beitz [1]. They are used in the conceptual design process and reverse engineering to 

extract and archive engineering knowledge [14]–[17]. Function modelling has also found 

use reasoning task in predictive modelling of systems at an early stage in order to ascertain 

system characteristics like failure paths [18], estimation of market price [19]–[21], and 

assembly time [22], [23], and for supporting innovative ideation [24]. As mentioned in 

Chapter 1, the focus of this research is the function model in the classical Pahl and Beitz 

sense. However, it must be noted that other function modelling schemas exist as well. These 

schemas serve to accomplish a specific engineering reasoning task. Function Behavior 

Structure schema is designed to support decomposition of systems [25]–[27] , while 

Structure Behavior Function (SBF) is designed to support analogical reasoning [28]. 

Function modelling schemas have also been developed in tandem with automation 

frameworks to automate product design from function models [29], generating Computer 

Aided Design (CAD) models from function models [30]. 

2.2 Function Modelling Formalisms  

As has been seen from the discussion above, function models are designed to support 

engineering tasks and lack standardizations. However, several efforts to formalize the 

function models used in this research have been done previously and are discussed in this 
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section. To instill linguistic consistency in the models, several vocabularies and grammars 

for function modeling were proposed. Early examples include a four-verb vocabulary [31] 

and a vocabulary of helicopter functions [32]. Later, the Functional Basis vocabulary was 

compiled by dissecting hundreds of physical products and identifying the function verbs and 

flow nouns within them [33]. These terms were later formalized into a physics-based 

vocabulary called the Concept Modeler, which also includes a vocabulary of complex 

functional features [34].  

Alongside the vocabularies, function grammars are generative or restrictive rule sets that 

control how the vocabulary terms can be used to form legal modeling constructs, and thus 

form the basis of automated model synthesis. Examples include a rule set for manual 

modeling grammar for modeling the signal flows and their carrier material and energy flows 

[35], and a computer-implemented generative grammar that uses rules discovered by mining 

modeling patterns from hundreds of legacy models found in a database called the Design 

Repository to automatically grows function models starting with a seed [36]. The Concept 

Modeler grammar includes 33 rules that ensure the models’ compliance with the laws of 

thermodynamics [8]. More recently, a semantic reasoning algorithm was used to 

automatically decompose function models on the computer [37]. This algorithm reads the 

plain-English descriptions of the flows of a given black box model and determines the 

physics processes needed to achieve the transformations desired from the input to the output, 

and accordingly synthesizes the topology of a decomposed function model automatically on 

the computer. Compared to the above, the novelty of the approach presented in this paper 

lies in that it synthesizes model topologies using evolutionary or genetic algorithms starting 

from a random, computer-generated seed model [13][38]. 
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2.3 Genetic Algorithms (GA) 

Genetic Algorithms (GAs), developed by Holland in 1975, mimic natural evolution to solve 

optimization problems [39]. They are often considered a preferred technique in large search 

problems, where achieving a satisfactory solution in a reasonable time is preferred over 

finding the global optimal at a higher cost. Hence, GA is considered to be a very robust tool 

for a wide variety of applications. GAs have been used in a variety of fields such as 

manufacturing, process planning, autonomous mission planning, medical diagnosis, deep 

learning, and in engineering design. 

In manufacturing, GAs have been used to optimize the feed, speed, and depth of cut in metal 

turning, while meeting the constraints on production rate and tool life [40]–[42]. In electro-

chemical machining, GAs produced process parameters that outperformed conventional 

methods for optimizing material removal, tool life, and geometric accuracy [43]. GAs have 

also been used to solve plant layout problems such as single-, multi-, and loop-line layouts 

[44]–[46]. NP-hard problems  such as job shop scheduling, where jobs must be paired with 

machines in a specific sequence have been solved using GAs [47]–[50]. 

In this section a few application areas of GA are listed. Sahiner et al [51] have used GA in 

the field of medical image recognition to differentiate the regions of interest on a 

mammogram to distinguish between cancerous mass tissue or a regular tissue. Wang et al 

[52] have calibrated a theoretical rainfall-runoff model for a specific catchment area using 

by optimizing seven different parameters involved by using a GA. Biles [53] has integrated 

a GA into a pre-existing jazz music software called GenJam. GenJam provides musicians 

with tempo, rhythmic style, number of solo choruses, and chord progression. With the 

addition of GA, a symphony produced by a novice musician as judged by an expert musician 

and the currently playing measure and phrase get a ‘g’ or ‘b’ input from the human expert 
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for good or bad. This feedback is received by the novice on the other side in the form of a 

suggested symphony. The more ‘g’s a symphony accumulated the better it is and propagates 

its genes until the human expert deems the novice’s symphony as satisfactory. Iba [54] has 

used the GA approach in reactive power optimization at the planning stage so as to reduce 

the power transmission losses and reduce the investment cost. Deaven et al  [55] have used 

GA to simulate the ground state structure of small atomic clusters (mostly Carbon based). 

The authors demonstrated that no matter what was the initial state, the relaxed energy criteria 

as a measure of fitness always yielded the final structure of a Carbon chain of up to 60 atoms 

as a bucky ball (Buckminsterfullerene). Hajnayeb et al [56] have applied the GA as a 

benchmark to validate the results of a newer algorithm they have proposed for fault detection 

gearboxes. Darrah et al [57]  have applied GA to evenly assign travelled distances to Raven 

UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) used for ISR (Intelligence Surveillance and 

Reconnaissance) missions by the U.S. Army. GAs were used in deep learning methods to 

improve the performance of an autoencoder [58] and to tune the parameters of a neural 

network [59].  

2.4 Genetic Algorithms in Engineering Design  

In embodiment design, Hsiao et al [60] have used GA to design consumer products with 

shapes that are more preferred by the consumers. They parametrize the geometry of products 

and integrate the GA with a 3D CAD model. As a proof of concept, they use the shape of an 

off the shelf coffee maker and produce the optimized shape (as a 3D CAD output and as a 

3D printed model) that will best meet the consumer preferences. However, it must be noted 

that while they have a well-developed concept and proof, they never verify or validate, 

whether the shape produced in this proof of concept is actually more preferred by the 

consumer. Also, like the previous approaches for application of GA to conceptual design, 
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this approach is heavily dependent on a knowledge repository of household appliances, their 

3D models and the linguistic variables that the consumers use to define them.  

In order to apply the GA, the researchers create the above generated database. Thereafter, 

the products in this database are quantified using a two-step method. In the first step, the 

qualitative data is converted to quantitative data and the dominant variables are identified. 

In the second step weight is allocated to these variables in accordance with their dominance. 

Next, in order to apply the GA, the data is converted into a chromosome using bits. These 

chromosomes are an initial set of solutions. The chromosome represents the weighted 

linguistic variables for a set of physical features of the coffee maker, such as housing, 

reservoir, handle shape, body color etc. The fitness is calculated as a ratio of customer 

preference for the linguistic variable and how well the solution fares on them. Each 

generation is allowed to mutate to for the next generation until convergence is achieved. This 

computation is done using MATLAB. 

Another application of GA in embodiment design is done by Cluzel et al [61]. They have 

used an IGA (Interactive Genetic Algorithm) to design automobile silhouettes (in 2D) such 

that it positively influences the perceptual; attributes such as sporty looks, aggressiveness 

etc. This research is carried out because the car’s aesthetic influences up to 70% of a 

consumer’s intent to buy it. Their initial population consists of 30 car body silhouettes. The 

genome is represented using Fourier harmonics, with each position in the chromosome being 

represented by the corresponding harmonic in the Fourier series. The user selects the 

individuals from the population based on a score of 1 through 6. For each generation created, 

30 individuals are kept from the previous one (hence, elitism), and 70 children are generated. 

The crossover weight is assigned randomly and the offsprings experience crossover, but 

certain rules are put in place to eliminate absurd designs, for example, the wheel wells have 
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to be round etc. This validation was done by seeing how novel can the sporty versus friendly 

car silhouettes be. On average friendly silhouettes were more similar in shape than sporty 

silhouettes. A very similar approach has been adopted by Mata et al [62] who have used 

ABIGA (Affordance Based Interactive Genetic Algorithm) to design ergonomic steering 

wheels for cars. 

In conceptual design, Gero [63] proposed a GA framework for designers to adopt this 

computational model to mimic an evolution based creative design process. It is proposed that 

the designer come up with a set of fixed set of shape grammar rules to encode the features 

(phenotype) as genes (genotype). Ideally, these rules will explore as much of the design 

space as possible. Thereafter, rules for combination and mutation needs to be specified. 

Then, the fitness of the members of this population needs to be evaluated as per a pre-defined 

criterion; and convergence in the design solution is received as the final outcome of this GA. 

This seminal paper also enumerated research challenges in the implementation of 

evolutionary approach in Engineering Design research. These challenges are: representation 

of design related genes, how to represent behavior and function, development of a 

computational theory of emergence (i.e. implicit property), development of processes for 

locating emergence, and how to understand the evolution of behavior. 

Yong et al [64] have tried to address the first two research challenges posed by Gero [63] by 

using principles of biogenetics - “transcription and translation approach”. As per this 

approach, the DNA that carries the information is transcribed to RNA which in turn translates 

it into proteins. In Yong’s approach the product gene (i.e., the functional genetic information) 

is analogous to the DNA, the effect group (i.e. the working principle, for example 

electromagnetism) is analogous to the RNA, and the principle solution (i.e., the physical 

artifact) is analogous to the protein. To implement this approach, quite a few principal 
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solutions were extracted from an electromechanical product: a washing machine. Each 

principal solution yields a verb of the product gene, and the physical effects are abstracted 

from the principal solution. The key attributes are extracted from the functional 

representation of verb attributes by judging whether they are related to physical. This forms 

the knowledge base of the proposed evolutionary approach. The computational tool 

presented in this study takes the input from the user in the form of a verb and noun phrase, 

for example separate material, and goes through the above described process to propose a 

principal solution. As more things are added into this knowledge base, more principal 

solutions can be synthesized.  

It is clear that while their approach is “genetic” in the sense that conceptual synthesis is done 

using analogies to how the genes function in complex entities of the animal kingdom, it 

essentially has no components of a typical GA approach in the sense that it is understood in 

the context of machine learning.  

Arlitt et al [65] have proposed a GA approach with a human in the loop to explore the modes 

of failure that may occur in the system while it is still at the conceptual synthesis phase. In 

their adaption of GA, they follow these steps: develop the function model, develop IBFM 

(Inherent Behavior Function Model) simulation, specify probabilities for risk assessment, 

automatically synthesize similar function models, validate these function models, run 

simulation on each function, iterate the best performing models until the performance 

metrics are met, and finally let a human assess the final population of function models. So, 

the GA is a part, and not the central focus, of their approach to determine whether the system 

for which the concept has been synthesized will suffer failure or not. The “iterate best 

performing function models” is the part where GA has been applied. The initial parent 

population is created from amongst the automatically synthesized function models. These 
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function models were synthesized using a “naïve generative grammar language”. The 

selection is done using a roulette wheel selection. The fitness function is a summation of a 

uniqueness metric and a metric of relative resiliency of a function model. Iterations are done 

until the fitness is maximized and the resulting population is then evaluated by a human who 

then determines whether the results are satisfactory. It is important to note that, the addition 

of human in the loop genetic algorithm part of the approach has been put forward as 

essentially a thought experiment without much of verification or validation. A case study 

has been presented to illustrate how this approach can be put into design practice, but the 

authors issue the following warning about the approach and the case study: “No claim to 

accuracy is made. The results of the case study are illustrative of the method’s capabilities 

but cannot be taken as evidence of how to design the specific system presented below without 

further expansion, refinement, and verification of the analysis. The authors explicitly state 

that no real-world design decisions should be made using the information presented here 

without doing an appropriate, complete, and sufficiently detailed analysis. The case study 

presented here is for demonstration purposes only.” Moreover, once developed, this 

approach will be highly dependent on a very well defined and detailed knowledge base, since 

it works off of very few a priori rules in its present state. 

Th following chapters deal with addressing the research gap that has been identified through 

this literature review. 
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Chapter 3: Development of Parameterization and 

Synthesis Rules for an Evolutionary Approach to 

Function Model Synthesis 

This chapter details the first attempt at synthesizing function models using an evolutionary 

approach, known as Genetic Algorithm (GA). As detailed in the review of literature in the 

previous chapter, an attempt of this nature has not been found in the literature pertaining to 

function modelling in engineering systems design. Hence, the function models have to be 

adapted such that a Genetic Algorithm (GA) can operate on function models. Similarly, the 

GA has to be adapted to take function model as an input and do the required reasoning on 

function models. In order to accomplish this, two steps must be taken. The first step is to 

parameterize the function models such that they would be a valid input for the genetic 

algorithm. The second step is to validate this approach to see if it will serve as a good 

foundation to build a priori logic and grammar rules to automatically synthesize function 

models. Both of these steps are detailed in this chapter. 

3.1 Genetic Algorithms  

As discussed in detail in the previous chapter, GA has been used in a wide variety of 

applications ranging from fault detection to shop floor optimization to medical image 

recognition. In embodiment design GA has been used to parameterize the geometry of 

consumer products like coffee makers or even incorporating affordance in the design of 

ergonomic steering wheel. While the GA is modified and implemented in each study as per 

the goals of the research study, the fundamental concept the GA remains unchanged. The 

structure of a GA is shown in Figure 3. 1. 
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Figure 3. 1: Structure of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

The GA works analogous to how evolution works in nature. From an initial population, the 

fittest parents are selected. These parents are then allowed to mate. In the process of mating, 

there is a crossover and mutation of genes that occur in the process of creating new 

offsprings. When new offsprings are created, they are checked for fitness. If their fitness 

matches the termination criteria, then the algorithm is terminated. However, if this is not the 

case, this generation of offsprings now becomes the initial generation of parents and the 

process is repeated all over again. There are two things to note here. The first is that a GA 

rarely, if ever, terminates at the end of the first generation. So, this process is repeated 

hundreds or thousands of times. Second, there is no termination criteria in nature, because 

the nature itself is a dynamic system over the time scale of millions of years. 
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3.2 Adaptation of GA for Function Model Synthesis  

This section describes the adaption of function models to a format that is compatible with 

GA. This adaptation is necessary so that function models can be synthesized using GA. In 

order to carry out the adaptation, all components of a function model need to be defined in 

terms of GA terms. The identification of all the constituent components that define a function 

model is referred to as the parameterization of the function model. A function model 

represented by all its parameters is known as a chromosome and is the input to the GA.  

Another requirement for implementing this GA based synthesis is the fitness function. The 

fitness function evaluates the chromosomes in a generation to pick the fittest offspring. The 

following subsections also focus on development of rules for mutation and propagation of 

the abovementioned chromosomes. A schematic detailing this parameterization has been 

shown in Figure 3. 2.Figure 3. 2: Structure of the modified GA 

 

Figure 3. 2: Structure of the modified GA 

3.2.1 The Chromosome  

The chromosome consists of the vocabulary and the topology of the function model that is 

compatible with the GA. Since the two components of a function model are vocabulary and 
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topology, the chromosome consists of all the parameters needed to represent a function 

model completely. The vocabulary of function verbs and flow nouns is called the gene pool.  

The gene pool has two subsets: the first subset is the set of function verbs Gfucntions, and the 

second subset is the subset of flow nouns, Gflow.  Complete list of function verb and flow 

nouns that comprise the gene pool are listed in Table 3. 1. 

Table 3. 1: List of functions and flows in the gene pool 

S. 

No. 
Gfunction Gflow 

1 Import Electrical Energy (EE) 

2 Export Mechanical Energy (ME) 

3 Convert Thermal Energy (ThE) 

4 Branch Chemical Energy (ChE) 

5 Transfer Acoustic Energy (AcE) 

6 Store 
Electro-Mechanical 

Energy (EME)  

7 En_M (Energize Material) Solid 

8 
De_En_M (De_Energize 

Material) 
Liquid 

9 - Gas 

 

Topology characterizes the arrangement of the functions and flows. It consists of a) number 

of function blocks, b) number of flows, and c) connection of function blocks to each other 

by means of flows. The chromosome is generated by a combination of the gene pool and 

topology. A chromosome is comprised of all the parameters that are required to represent a 

complete function model such that it is a valid input for a GA. Two chromosomes may be 

considered topological equivalents if the number of function blocks, flows and their 

connections are the same, even though the underlying gene pool is different. A parent is a 

function model that has been selected to replicate itself. An offspring is a function model 

that is a copy of its parent. The offspring is usually an exact copy of the parent, but may 
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occasionally have some different genes due to copying errors. A generation is a collection 

of offsprings which are derived from a single parent function. 

3.2.2 Parameterization of Function Models  

This section presents details on the parameters and the development of a parameterized 

representation of a Function Model.  

A Function Model of a Hairdryer has been shown in Figure 3. 3 and a corresponding 

parameterized representation has been shown in Figure 3. 4. 

 

Figure 3. 3 : Function Model of a Hairdryer created in NX Knowledge Fusion 
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Figure 3. 4: Parameterized representation of the function model of a Hairdryer 

The Equation 3. 1 below shows the chromosome as a function of the gene pool. The values 

of the gene pool are the keyword which is class type for the preceding information.   

Equation 3. 1: Representation of a chromosome of a function model 

Fchromosome (Genesfunctions, Genesflows) = [Keywordfunctions, ClassLabelfunction, Keywordflows, 

ClassLabelflows, HeadIndexflows, TailIndexflows].  

The keyword is either “function” or “flow” and signifies whether the proceeding information 

describes a function or a flow. The class labels for function is “function block” but for the 

flows the class labels can either be an energy subtype or material subtype. The subclass label 

for flows contains the specific type of energy or material. For the flows, the flow labels have 

a head index and a tail index. The tail index lists the function block from which the flow 
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originates. The head index lists the function block at which the flow terminates. The number 

preceding the function blocks are the X and Y co-ordinates for creating the function block 

in NX Knowledge Fusion. It must be noted that these co-ordinate’s are not part of the 

parameterization. Similarly, the values of voltage attached to the energy flows are not part 

of the parameterization scheme but instead are derived from requirements and are place 

holders for information, should the designers choose to use it to construct an embodiment 

design. As emphasized before, this parameterization schema contains all the information 

required to create a function model on a computer graphics package, such as NX Knowledge 

Fusion. 

3.2.4 Evaluation of Fitness of Function Models 

Each chromosome synthesized in the implementation in a GA has to be quantified in order 

to see if it is the fittest and if it gets to pass on its genes onto the next generation. Just as in 

the natural world, in the case of Function Models, offspring’s fitness is determined along 

multiple dimensions. The only dimension discussed in detail in this research is the Designer 

Intent. The Designer Intent dimension quantifies how well an offspring meets the intended 

functionality of the system being designed. An offspring is said to meet designer intent if it 

has similar parameters: gene pool and topology. For example, in the function model of a hair 

dryer, as shown in Figure 3. 4, there are five functions, eight flows and eight flow 

assignments. If an offspring is to satisfy the designer intent completely, it would have to 

match all three parameters exactly. Hence, the designer intent can be quantified as:  
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Equation 3. 2: Designer Intent used as a fitness function  

Designer Intent

=  ∑  [ (FunctionsINPUTS ∩ FunctionsINTENDED),

(FlowsINPUTS ∩ FlowsINTENDED),

(FlowAssignmentsINPUTS ∩ FlowAssignmentsINTENDED) ] 

 

It must be noted that FunctionsINPUTS, Flows INPUTS, FlowAssignmentsINPUTS are tuples in set 

theoretic terms. This means that for the elements contained in each one of them must be 

ordered in the exact same way to match with the elements of FunctionsINTENDED, Flows 

INTENDED, FlowAssignmentsINTENDED respectively. The designer intent fitness function drives 

the evolution such that the GA converges at the exact same functionality as is desired by the 

user. 

3.3 Modified GA for Function Model Synthesis  

As mentioned before, it is not just the function model that has to be parameterized in order 

to be compatible with the GA, the GA also must be modified to enable the input of function 

models and to this effect, the GA is parameterized as well. 

3.3.1 Parameterization of the GA  

The parameters for a GA in this case are: the number of generations, the number of children 

in each generation, mutation probability, fitness functions, and convergence. These 

parameters are set at the beginning of the execution of the algorithm. The number of children 

is the total number of children in each generation that can be produced from a parent. The 

number of generations for which this process is allowed to replicate itself can be controlled 
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and is parameterized as the total number of generations. It is important to note that the 

reproduction carried out in this current setup of the GA is asexual, that is there is only one 

parent producing all the offsprings. Occasionally, a copy created will tend to have a random 

deviation from the parent. The same principle is used in this GA, whereby a probability of 

the offspring being mutated is introduced. Typically, the fittest offspring in each generation 

is allowed to keep producing offsprings until convergence is achieved. Convergence is the 

criteria for stopping the algorithm once the fitness function has been satisfied. 

3.3.2 Structure of the Modified GA for Function Model Synthesis 

The overall structure for the modified GA is shown in Figure 3. 5. The first input to the GA 

is a randomizer. The second input is the gene pool. The randomizer randomly picks the genes 

and the topology to synthesize the initial chromosome. Another input to the GA is a mutation 

probability that governs how often the offspring differs from its parent. For each mutation, 

the randomizer is used again to pick a new gene for the mutated offspring. The fitness 

function is the designer intent and has to be defined at the beginning of the algorithm. 
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Figure 3. 5: Overall structure of modified GA 

The first input to the GA is a randomizer. The second input is the gene pool. The randomizer 

randomly picks the genes and the topology to synthesize the initial chromosome. Another 

input to the GA is a mutation probability that governs how often the offspring differs from 

its parent. For each mutation, the randomizer is used again to pick a new gene for the mutated 

offspring. The fitness function is the designer intent and has to be defined at the beginning 

of the algorithm. 

3.3.1 Input to the Algorithm 

The input to the algorithm consists of static data and the target function model. The static 

data consists of the functional basis for the function models used in this GA. The functional 

basis consists of the function verbs and flow nouns that will be used across the function 

models used to demonstrate the GA. The input consists of a target function model. As 

mentioned in the previous section, a function consists of function, flows, and topology. So, 

the input to the algorithm consists of a function array, a flow array and a topology array. The 
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lowest integer in the topology array is always zero and indicates the environment. The 

highest integer is the in this array is the same as the total number of functions. The length of 

the flow and the topology array is the same as the number of flows.  The number of functions 

and flows is also specified at the beginning of the algorithm. 

3.3.2 Produce Generation Zero  

In this step, the algorithm reads the number of functions and flows of the target function 

model. Then, a random name of functions is drawn from the randomizer using a random 

number generator that looks up the corresponding number from the function basis array. The 

same procedure is done for creating a random flow array. And a similar procedure is 

followed for the topology. This completes the generation of chromosome zero. The fitness 

is not computed at this point. 

3.3.4 Produce Generation One  

The first generation comprises of five offsprings generated from chromosome zero. As in 

the genetic copying process found in nature, the copy of a genetic sequence is rarely perfect. 

There are copying errors involved. In order to mimic these copying errors, random errors are 

also introduced in this GA. There is a one in five chance that the function being copied from 

the chromosome zero in to the offspring has an error. For each function present in the 

function array, the GA creates a random number from one to five. If the random number 

generated happens to be five, another random number is generated that lets the GA pick any 

function from the function array of the functional basis. The GA follows the same procedure 

to loop through all the functions in the function array of chromosome zero and copies each 

function the exactly and in the same location. This is done five time over for each function 

array for each of the five offspring chromosomes to be created. To create five copies of the 
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flows and topology the same is done, except that the copy and lookup array changes to flow 

and topology respectively. 

3.3.5 Evaluate Generation One Offsprings 

Now that the algorithm has produced five offspring, the fitness of each offspring has to be 

evaluated. The fitness function has been defined before. In order to calculate the fitness of 

the entire offspring, the fitness of the function, flow and topology array is calculated 

separately and then summed up. For the function and flow fitness, the algorithm loops 

through the entire array and compares it to the strings of the function and flow arrays 

respectively of the target function model. For the topology array this comparison is 

conducted by matching the numerals in the respective arrays of the offspring and the target 

function model. It must be noted that the offspring’s tail indices are compared to the target’s 

tail indices and offspring’s head indices to the target’s head indices. 

3.3.6 Select the Fittest Offspring of Generation 1 

Since five offsprings are created in this generation only one of the offsprings is picked as the 

winner. The winner offspring will have the highest score of the five offspring and will be 

considered as the parent chromosome for generation two, much like the generation zero 

chromosome was the parent of the five offsprings in generation one. If there is more than 

one offspring with the same highest score, then the one encountered first (in ascending order 

of numerical sequence) will be picked up by the algorithm. 

3.3.7 Produce Generation 2 Onward 

Once the fittest offspring is picked in the Gen-1, it is allowed to propagate into Gen-2. 

However, instead of letting the entire chromosome propagate together, now the function, 
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flow, and topology winner from Gen-1 are allowed to propagate on individually. This is 

continued until all three parameters converge individually. 

As noted in the description of the algorithm, the consecutive iterations from generation two 

onward are carried out individually for functions, flows, and flow assignments. This is done 

so as to handle the amount of computation. The GA relies on stochastic method of hit and 

trial to achieve convergence, and as a result trying to achieve convergence for all the 

parameters simultaneously within a reasonable time and generations. 

3.4 Validation of the Parameterization of Function Models for Synthesis 

by Genetic Algorithms 

In order to validate the proposed approach of parameterization function models, a case study 

was carried out. Function models for five electromechanical consumer products were 

synthesized using the proposed GA. This GA was implemented using Matlab. The five 

products chosen were: hairdryer, nail gun, juicer, electric toothbrush, and air fryer. 

3.4.1 Software Implementation  

The implementation of the GA was done in MATLAB R2020a, a screenshot of which has 

been shown in Figure 3. 6 and Figure 3. 7. 
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Figure 3. 6: Matlab implementation of the GA 

 

Figure 3. 7: Matlab implementation of the GA 

3.4.2 Designer Intent inputs to the Algorithm 

As described earlier, designer intent needs to be an input to the GA at its initiation. The 

designer intent is the final state of the function model that the GA is supposed to produce. It 

serves two purposes: a) serve as the termination criteria, b) serve as the fitness function. Five 
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different test cases are used for this: 1.) Hair Dryer, 2.) Nail Gun, 3.) Juicer, 4.) Toothbrush, 

and 5.) Airfryer. 

 

Figure 3. 8: Function Model for Hair Dryer 

 

Figure 3. 9: Function Model for Nail Gun  

 

Figure 3. 10: Function Model for Juicer 
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Figure 3. 11: Function Model for Toothbrush 

 

Figure 3. 12: Function Model for Airfryer 

3.4.3 Parameterization of Designer Intent 

This section lists the summary of the parameters of the selected electromechanical products. 

The parameters of function models under consideration are the total number of functions, 

the total number of flows, and the flow assignments that governs the connectivity of 

functions and the flows that connect them. In Table 3. 2 the functions associated with each 

of the product have been listed. In Table 3. 3 the flows and flow assignments associated with 

the products have been listed. The flow assignments are listed as flows in and flows out 

associated with each flow name. The flow in column indicates the function block for the start 

of the flow and the flow out column indicates the function block that the flow feed into.  
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Table 3. 2: Function verbs for each of the five test Function Models 

 

Table 3. 3: Flow nouns for each of the five test Function Models 

 

 

3.4.4 Parameterization of the GA 

For the function model synthesis to work with an evolutionary approach, the GA also needs 

to be parameterized in addition to parameterizing function models. The parameters for a GA 

S. No. Hairdryer Nailgun Juicer Toothbrush Airfryer

1 Import Import Import Import Import

2 En_M Transfer Transfer Branch Import

3 Export Convert Convert Convert Branch

4 Import Import Import Import Convert

5 Branch Store En_M En_M Convert

6 Convert Transfer Transfer Export En_M

7 Convert En_M Export Export En_M

8 - Export Transfer - Import

9 - - Export - En_M

10 - - - - De_En_M

11 - - - - Export

12 - - - - Export

S. No. Flow In Flow Out Hairdryer Nailgun Juicer Toothbrush Airfryer

1 0 1 Gas EE EE EE Gas

2 1 2 Gas EE EE EE -

3 2 3 Gas EE EE EE EE

4 3 0 Gas ThE ThE ThE -

5 0 4 EE Solid Solid Liquid -

6 4 5 EE Solid Solid Liquid -

7 5 6 EE Solid Liquid - ME

8 6 2 EE - - - -

9 7 2 ThE - - - -

10 5 7 EE - - Liquid -

11 6 7 - Solid Liquid - Gas

12 3 7 - ME - - -

13 7 8 - Solid - - -

14 8 0 - Solid - - -

15 7 0 - - Liquid Liquid -

16 5 8 - - Solid - -

17 8 9 - - Solid - Solid

18 9 0 - - Solid - -

19 2 5 - - - EE -

20 3 6 - - - ME -

21 6 0 - - - ME -

22 3 4 - - - - EE

23 1 6 - - - - Gas

24 3 5 - - - - EE

25 4 7 - - - - ThE

26 0 8 - - - - Solid

27 7 10 - - - - Gas

28 10 9 - - - - ThE

29 10 11 - - - - Gas

30 9 12 - - - - Solid

31 12 0 - - - - Solid
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in this case are: the number of generations, the number of children in each generation, 

mutation probability, fitness functions, and convergence. Once the parent chromosome is 

generated it produces offsprings. The offsprings produced in each generation is a constant 

number that is defined at the beginning of the execution of the GA. The number of 

generations for which this process is allowed to replicate itself can be controlled. This is 

similar to agamous reproduction in nature, the organism creates multiple copies of itself. 

Occasionally, a copy created will tend to have a random deviation from the parent. The same 

principle is used in this GA, whereby a probability of the offspring being mutated is 

introduced. Typically, the fittest offspring in each generation is allowed to keep producing 

offsprings until convergence is achieved. Convergence is the criteria for stopping the 

algorithm once the fitness function has been satisfied. 

3.4.5 Validation: Demonstration of Repeatability of Results 

It was observed that the GA for all five of the electromechanical products converged. The 

generations to convergence were different for all the products, and are listed in Table 3. 4. It 

was observed that the generations to convergence was higher for function models with a 

larger number of topological parameters as compared to function models with lesser number 

of topological parameters. The same trend was observed for the for the time take by the 

computer to reach convergence and has been listed in Table 3. 5. The computation was done 

using Matlab R2020a installed on a 64-bit Microsoft Windows ® machine equipped with a 

16GB RAM and Intel® Core ™ i7 1065G7 processor with a clock frequency of 1.30 GHz. 
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Table 3. 4: Generations to convergence for five trials for each of the five test cases 

 

Table 3. 5: Time to convergence for five trials for each of the five test cases 

 

 

3.5 Comparative Analysis of Variation of Parameters in GA 

The characterization of the GA carried out in the prior sections has been done while keeping 

the parameters of the GA fixed. The two parameters of the GA that can be varied are the 

mutation probability and the number of offsprings per generation. In order to characterize 

the GA more completely, these two parameters need to be varied to understand their impact 

on the convergence of the GA. 

3.5.1 Impact of Size of Target Model 

This section explores as to whether there is a significant impact of the size of the function 

model being synthesized on the convergence of the GA. The impact of the number of 

functions and the number of flows in the target model is considered separately. The 

parameters of the GA have not been changed. The number of offsprings per generation are 

still five and the mutation probability is still one in five. When the total functions present in 

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5

1 Hairdryer 2198 1265 484 1097 1505 1310

2 Nail Gun 3288 7815 7601 3755 3702 3894

3 Juicer 3536 2231 3097 3424 7180 5232

4  Toothbrush 4227 844 794 1708 1320 1779

5 Air Fryer 15845 23425 27948 16564 36178 23992

Product AverageS. No.
Generations to Convergence

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5

1 Hairdryer 0.45 0.16 0.04 0.13 0.23 0.20

2 Nailgun 0.6 0.62 0.62 0.55 0.76 0.63

3 Juicer 0.43 0.42 0.23 0.38 0.85 0.46

4 Toothbrush 0.61 0.19 0.1 0.17 0.24 0.26

5 Airfryer 2.08 3.41 3.14 1.51 2.09 2.45

S. No. Product
Time to Convergance (seconds)

Average
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each of the five products were plotted against the average number of the generations to 

convergence for each product, it was found that there is a strong correlation between the two. 

The coefficient of determination (R2) for a simple linear regression done in this case was 

found to be 0.9401. This indicates a strong correlation between the number of functions and 

the average number of generations to convergence. Similarly, the coefficient of 

determination for a simple linear regression done for the total flows and the average number 

of generations to convergence was found to be 0.9419. This correlation in this case found to 

be slightly stronger than the correlation found in the previous case. 

 

Figure 3. 13: Correlation of the total functions and generations to convergence 

 

Figure 3. 14: Correlations of the total flows and generations to convergence 
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3.5.2 Impact of Number of Offsprings per Generation 

This section explores whether there is an impact of the number of offsprings per generation 

on the convergence of the GA. In order to characterize this parameter, three different 

variations were studied. The three variations are: three offsprings per generation, five 

offsprings per generation, and seven offsprings per generation. The average number of 

generations to convergence for each of the three variations have been summarized in Table 

3. 6. Five trials were carried out for each product. The mutation probability was held constant 

at one in five chances. It was observed that the number of generations to convergence 

decrease with the increase in the number of offspring per generation. For the Hairdryer it 

was observed that for three offsprings per generation the generations to converged averaged 

at 6589 for three offsprings per generation, 1310 for five offsprings per generation, and 660 

for seven offsprings per generation. For every in-crease in offspring per generation the 

generations to convergence dropped by one order of magnitude. A similar trend was 

observed for the Nailgun. It was observed that for three off-springs per generation the 

generations to converged averaged at 14739 for three offsprings per generation, 3894 for 

five offsprings per generation, and 793 for seven offsprings per generation. For every 

increase in offspring per generation the generations to convergence dropped by one order of 

magnitude. 
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Table 3. 6: Number of generations to convergence for different number of offsprings per 

generation 

 

For the Juicer the trial for three offsprings per generation converged averaged at 78504, 5232 

for five offsprings per generation, and 595 for seven offsprings per generation. Every 

increase in offspring per generation resulted in the generations to convergence being dropped 

by one order of magnitude. For the Toothbrush the trial for three offsprings per generation 

converged aver-aged at 36338, 1779 for five offsprings per generation, and 935 for seven 

offsprings per generation. Every increase in offspring per generation resulted in the 

generations to convergence being dropped by one order of magnitude. In the case of an 

Airfryer, the generations to convergence averaged at 38394504 for the trial with three 

offsprings. The generations to converged at 23992 for five offsprings per generation and 

10139 for seven offsprings per generation. While the overall pattern is still consistent with 

the other four products, there is a drop of two orders of magnitude in the number of 

generations to convergence between the trials with three generations per offspring and five 

generations per off-spring. Also, in contrast to the other four products no drop in order of 

magnitude between the trial for five offsprings per generation and three offsprings per 

generation was observed. 

 

3 offsprings 

/ Gen

5 offsprings / 

Gen

7 offsprings / 

Gen

Hairdryer 6589 1310 660

Nailgun 14739 3894 793

Juicer 78504 5232 595

Toothbrush 36338 1779 935

Airfryer 38394504 23992 10139

Generations to Convergance

Product
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3.5.3 Impact of Mutation Probability 

This section explores whether there is an impact of the mutation probability on the 

convergence of the GA. In order to characterize this parameter, four different variations were 

studied. The four variations are: one in ten chances of mutation, one in seven chances of 

mutation, one in five chances of mutation and finally, one in three chances of mutation. The 

average number of generations to convergence for each of the four variations have been 

summarized in Table 3. 7. Five trials were carried out for each product. The number of 

generations was held constant at five for all the trials. The overall trend observed in these 

trials is that with the increase in mutation probability, the number of generations to 

convergence also increase. 

Table 3. 7: Number of generations to convergence for different mutation probability 

 

The lowest number of generations to convergence was observed for one in ten chances of 

mutation. The highest number of generations to mutations to convergence is observed for 

one in three chances of mutations. This applies to all the products except the Hairdryer. For 

the Hair-dryer, the average generations to convergence for one in seven chances of mutation 

is lower than that for one in ten chances of mutation. In the case of the Hairdryer it was 

observed the average number of generations to convergence for one in ten chances of 

mutation is 1057, for one in seven chances of mutation is 633, for one in five chances 1310, 

and for one in three chances 8276.  For the Nailgun the average number of generations to 

convergence for one in ten and one in seven chances is 467 and 565 respectively. At 3894 

1 / 10 1 / 7 1 / 5 1 / 3

Hairdryer 1057 633 1310 8276

Nailgun 386 406 5232 129534

Juicer 467 565 3894 35343

Toothbrush 341 470 1779 18342

Airfryer 731 1423 23992 x

Product
Generations to Convergance
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order of magnitude for the average number of generations to convergence remains 

unchanged for these but increase by one for the trials with one in five chances of mutation. 

It further increases by one, averaging at 35343 for the trials with one in seven chances of 

mutation. A trend similar to the Nailgun was observed for the Juicer. The only difference 

was that the order of magnitude for the average number of generations to convergence 

increased by two from one in five chances of mutation to one in seven chances of mutation. 

The observed average number of generations to convergence were observed at 386 for one 

in ten chances, 405 for one in seven chances, 5232 for one in five chances, and 129534 for 

one in three chances of mutation. 

The trend observed for the Toothbrush is the exact same for the Juicer. The average number 

of generations to convergence for one in ten chances of mutation was observed to be 341, 

470 for one in seven chances of mutation, 1779 for one in five chances of mutations and 

18342 for one in three chances of mutation.  

For the Airfryer, there was no convergence achieved for the trial with one in three chances 

of mutations. The criterion for no convergence was defined by the total number of 

generations to convergence. If the GA for a product does not converge within four million 

generations, it was classified as non-convergent. For the air fryer, all the trials carried out 

did not coverage within the allowed number of generations. 

It was observed that the average number of generations to convergence for one in ten chances 

of mutation is 731, for one in seven it is 1423, and for one in five chances of mutation it is 

23992. A uniform increase of one order of magnitude was observed in the average number 

of generations to convergence going from the lowest rate of mutation to the highest rate of 

mutation. 
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3.6 Toward Automated Synthesis of Function Models using GA 

There are two main components that will be the focus of this research in the future. The first 

component is the implementation of a priori rules. A priori rules are defined as the rules 

which are grounded in established scientific principles as opposed to empirical knowledge 

extracted from pre -existing function models. The a priori rules developed will: a) not violate 

the rules of classical physics b) not violate logic. To address these requirements, two core 

sets of rules will have to be developed. These will include one set of grammar rules and on 

set of logic rules. A third category of rules called feature based rules that builds up on the 

grammar and logic rules will also have to be developed to address functional features that 

repeat themselves in various function models. 

While these components mainly deal with developing and integrating the knowledge of 

function models with an evolutionary approach, there are components of the GA itself that 

need to be adapted for this task. The reproduction methods other than mutation need to be 

implemented to improve upon the algorithm. These reproduction methods are mating and 

crossover. 

Finally, a reliable method to measure the fitness of the solutions of the function models 

generated by the evolutionary approach will be developed. 
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Chapter 4: Rules for Evolving Function Model 

Topologies 

In the previous chapter, a method described for synthesis of function models has been 

discussed. As mentioned, the short coming of the approach are twofold: a) the end result for 

the function models need to be known, and b) there is no possibility of arriving at consistent 

function models that are novel. In order to remedy these shortcomings, a priori rules that 

adhere to basic logic and physics need to be defined and codified for their use in a Genetic 

Algorithm framework.  

In this chapter, 71 fitness rules have been laid out. These rules serve as the criteria to assess 

the fitness of the function models. The function models are to be started with a randomly 

generated seed that displays realistic topologies and flow counts consistent with the 

properties of the function verbs. 

4.1 Verb Definition Rules 

This section presents 71 fitness rules that capture the constraints imposed on the flows by 

the definitions of the twelve function verbs within the option space. For each verb, there are 

three categories of rules: count, topology, and type. The count rules specify the number of 

input and output flows a function can have. The topology rules specify whether a flow arrow 

connected to a function can be connected to the environment or to another function at the 

other end. The type rules specify if a verb can change the flow type from input to output. 

Together, they explicitly state the constraints implied in the definitions of all twelve verbs 

in their original vocabularies. 
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4.1.1 Rules for Import 

The import function is devised to enable any material or energy inputs from the environment 

to flow into the function model. Only one input flow is allowed into the import function 

block and only one flow is allowed from the import function block. The input flow coming 

into the import function block can only be allowed to originate at the environment. The 

output flow coming out of the import function block is only be allowed to terminate at 

another function block that is part of the function model. In addition, the count of the input 

and output flows must not exceed one. Finally, there must be no change in the type of the 

input and output flows. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 1. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

1
. 

Im
p
o
rt

 

1 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

2 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

3 

Top. 

MUST receive the input flow from the environment. 

4 
MUST send the output flow to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

5 Type Output type MUST be the same as input type. 

 

 

Figure 4. 1: Rules for Import 

4.1.2 Rules for Export 

The export function is devised to enable any material or energy to flow from the function 

model to the environment. Similar to the import, only one input is allowed into the export 

function blocks and only is allowed from the export function block. The input flow coming 

into the export function block can only be allowed to originate within the function model. 
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The output flow coming out of the export function block is only allowed to terminate at the 

environment. In addition, the count of the input and output flows must not exceed one. 

Finally, there must be no change in the type of the input and output flows. The rules and 

their representation are shown Figure 4. 2. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

2
. 

E
x
p
o
rt

 

6 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

7 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

8 
Top. 

MUST receive the input flow from the rest of the model 

(not ENV). 

9 MUST send the output flow to the environment. 

10 Type Output type MUST be the same as input type. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 2: Rules for Export 

4.1.3 Rules for Convert_E 

The Convert_E function is devised such that it allows the transformation of energy from one 

form to another. It is important to note that no conversion of material is allowed using this 

function. Only one input flow is allowed into Convert_E and only one output flow is allowed 

from the Convert_E function block. The input flow has to originate from a function block 

within the function model. The output flow has to terminate at another function block within 

the function model. This function can only change the type of energy from one form to 

another. For example, a Mechanical Energy input flow must be changed to some other type 
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of energy, such as an Electrical Energy in the output flow. A material type flow for input of 

output is not acceptable. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 3. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 
3
. 

C
o
n
v
er

t_
E

 

11 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

12 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

13 

Top. 

MUST receive the input flow from the rest of the model 

(not ENV). 

14 
MUST send the output flow to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

15 

Type 

The input flow MUST be a subtype of the class E (energy). 

16 
The output flow MUST be a subtype of the class E 

(energy). 

17 
The input subtype MUST be different from the output 

subtype. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 3: Rules for Convert_E 

4.1.4 Rules for Transfer_E 

The Transfer_E function is devised such that energy is allowed to travel on from one part of 

the function to another without any transformation. Only one input flow is allowed into 

Transfer_E and only one output flow is allowed from the Transfer_E function block. The 

input flow has to originate from a function block within the function model. The output flow 

has to terminate at another function block within the function model. This function is not 

allowed to change the type of energy from one form to another. For example, a Mechanical 

Energy input flow must remain unchanged in the output flow. A material type flow for input 

of output is not acceptable. The rules and their representation are shown Figure 4. 4. 
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Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

4
. 

T
ra

n
sf

er
_

E
 

18 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

19 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

20 

Top. 

MUST receive the input flow from the rest of the model 

(not ENV). 

21 
MUST send the output flow to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

22 

Type 

The input flow MUST be a subtype of the class E (energy). 

23 
The output flow MUST be a subtype of the class E 

(energy). 

24 
The input subtype MUST be the same as the output 

subtype. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 4: Rules for Transfer 

4.1.5 Rules for Distribute 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

5
. 
D
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u

te
 

25 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

26 MUST have exactly two output flows. 

27 

Top. 

MUST receive the input flow from the rest of the model 

(not ENV). 

28 
MUST send each output flow to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

29 Type 
Each output MUST have the same type (such as material) 

and same subtype (such as solid) as the input. 

 

 

Figure 4. 5: Rules for Distribute 
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The Distribute function is devised to allow the material or energy flows to be split up into 

two different flows without any transformation. Only one input is allowed in to Distribute 

function block and two output flows are expected from it. The input flow has to originate 

from a function block within the function model. Each one of the output flow has to terminate 

at another function block within the function model. The input and the output flows must all 

be the exact same. For example, if the input flow is solid, the output flows both must be solid 

as well. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 5. 

4.1.6 Rules for Couple 

The Couple function is devised to allow the material or energy flows to be combined from 

two flows into one single flow without any transformation. Only two inputs are allowed into 

Couple function block and one output flows is expected from it. The input flows have to 

originate from a function block within the function model. The output flow has to terminate 

at another function block within the function model. The input and the output flows must all 

be the exact same. For example, if the input flows are liquid, the output flows both must be 

liquid as well. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 6. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

6
. 
C

o
u

p
le

 

30 
Count 

MUST have exactly two input flows. 

31 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

32 

Top. 

MUST receive the input from the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

33 
MUST send the output flow to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

34 

Type 

The two input flows MUST be of the same type and subtype. 

35 
The output MUST have the same type and subtype as the 

inputs. 
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Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

 

Figure 4. 6: Rules for Couple  

4.1.7 Rules for Separate 

The Separate function is devised to split an input mixture flow into its two constituent 

material flows.  

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

7
. 

S
ep

ar
at

e 

36 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

37 MUST have exactly two output flows. 

38 

Top. 

MUST receive the input flow from the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

39 
MUST send each output flow to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

40 
Type 

The input type MUST be Mixture. 

41 Each output type MUST be only {Solid | Liquid | Gas}. 

 

Figure 4. 7: Rules for Separate 

A mixture can be any combination of solid, liquid, and gas. The separate function block 

accepts one input from another function block in the function model. The two outputs from 

the separate function block terminate at another function block within the function model. 

The separate function only accepts a mixture input and the outputs can only be solid, or 

liquid, or gas. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 7. 
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4.1.8 Rules for Mix 

The Mix function is devised as the exact opposite of the separate function. Hence, it 

combines two solid, liquid, or gas inputs a mixture. A mixture can be any combination of 

solid, liquid, and gas. The mix function block accepts two inputs from another function block 

in the function model. The output from the mix function block terminates at another function 

block within the function model. The mix function only allows for a mixture output and the 

inputs can only be solid, or liquid, or gas. The rules and their representation are shown in 

Figure 4. 8. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

8
. 

M
ix

 

42 
Count 

MUST have exactly two input flows. 

43 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

44 

Top. 

MUST receive each input from the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

45 
MUST send the output flow to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

46 
Type 

The type of each input MUST be only {Solid | Liquid | 

Gas}. 

47 The output type MUST be Mixture. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 8: Rules for Mix 

4.1.9 Rules for Store 

The Store function is device to accept any material or energy flow from within the function 

model and hold on to it. Hence, the store function has only one input and no output. The 
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input can be of any type and must originate from within the function model. The rules and 

their representation are shown in Figure 4. 8. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 
9

. 
S

to
re

 

48 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

49 MUST NOT have any output flow. 

50 Top. 
MUST receive input from the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

51 Type All inputs within types {M | E} are accepted. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 9: Rules for Store 

4.1.10 Rules for Supply 

The supply function is devices to output any material or energy flow to a function block 

within the function model. Hence, supply function has only one output and no input. The 

output can be of any type and must terminate at a function block within the function model. 

The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 10. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

1
0

. 
S
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p
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52 
Count 

MUST NOT have any input flow. 

53 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

54 Top. MUST send the output to the rest of the model (not ENV). 

55 Type All outputs within types {M | E} are accepted. 

 

Figure 4. 10: Rules for Supply 
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4.1.11 Rules for Energize Material (En_M) 

The En_M function block is devised such that energy can be added on to an incoming 

material flow and the material flowing out of this function block is at a higher energy state. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

1
1
. 

E
n
er

g
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e 
m
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56 
Count 

MUST have exactly two input flows. 

57 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

58 

Top. 

MUST receive both inputs from the rest of the model 

(not ENV). 

59 
MUST send the output flow to the rest of the model 

(not ENV). 

60 

Type 

One input flow must be of type Material. 

61 The other input flow must be of type Energy. 

62 The output flow must be of type Material. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 11: Rules for Energize_Material 

 For example, an incoming material flow of liquid  can be energized by adding thermal 

energy and the output can be either liquid (understandable at a higher temperature) or gas. 

While the change of state of material is not required, but it is not forbidden either. Also, an 

incoming material flow of gas can be energized by adding mechanical energy such that the 

incoming gas is compressed and exits the function block as energized gas. This function 

accepts only one material input and only one energy input, both from within the function 

model. The output flow is one material flow and must terminate at another function block 

within the function model. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 11. 
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4.1.12 Rules for De-Energize Material (De_En_M) 

The De_En_M function block is devised such that energy can be taken away from an 

incoming material flow.  

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

1
2
. 
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63 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

64 MUST have exactly two output flows. 

65 

Top. 

MUST receive the input flow from the rest of the model 

(not ENV). 

66 
MUST send both output flows to the rest of the model (not 

ENV). 

67 

Type 

The input flow must be of type Material. 

68 One output flow must be of type Material. 

69 The other output flow must be of type Energy. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 12: Rules for De_Energize_Material 

Hence, the material flowing out is at a lower energy state that the incoming material. For 

example, an incoming flow of liquid at a higher temperature will be deenergized to liquid at 

a lower temperature and thermal energy will be released. Similarly, an incoming flow of 

liquid can be deenergized such that the output material flow is solid. Similar to the previous 

function model, while the change of state is not required, it is not forbidden either. This 

function only accepts one material flow from inside of the function model. The output flows 

are one material and one energy flow, each of which must terminate at another function block 

within the function model. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 4. 12. 
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4.2 Model Level Rules 

In addition to all the function level rules proposed in the sections above, there are also some 

model level rules required that apply across the entire topology of the function model. These 

rules prevent absurd constructs from happening. The first model level rule states that a flow 

cannot originate and terminate at a) the same function block, and b) at the environment. This 

rule is developed specifically to avoid self-looping. The second model level loop suggests 

that no flow can point to another flow. Each flow in the function model must originate at a 

function block and end at a function block and now flow is allowed to either originate at or 

terminate at another flow. The rules are shown Figure 4. 13.  

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 
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s 70 

Top. 

A flow MUST NOT have the same node (function or ENV) 

as both its head node and its tail node. 

71 
There MUST NOT be two flows A and B in the model such 

that A’s tail node is B’s head node, and vice-versa. 

Figure 4. 13: Model level rules 

4.3 Using the Definition of Rules as Fitness Criteria 

A function model that complies with the verb definition and model level rules and does not 

violate any of the rules above is a consistent function model. The manner in which the GA 

has been designed is such that each parent generates multiple offspring (or function models) 

by probabilistic mutations. These probabilistic mutations cause the offspring to violate one 

or more of the rule described in the previous sections. These errors or rule violations 

observed in mutation process from parent to offspring are also observed in nature. The 

genetic makeup of the parent differs slightly from that of the parent because in the copying 

over of the genes during cell multiplication some errors are caused, thereby causing the 

difference mentioned here.  
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This principle forms the basis of using the rules as fitness criteria. Any deviation of an 

offspring from any of these rules is counted as a violation. Depending on the number of 

violations, a penalty score can be assigned to the offspring being evaluated.  

4.3.1 Verification of Fitness Criteria 

Before the implementation and validation of the rules developed in this chapter, it is 

important to complete a verification of the rules. This will ensure that the fitness rules will 

function as intended. It must be noted that the verification and validation of the current 

criteria has been scoped out such that the type change rules have been excluded. Only the 

count, topology, and model rules will be verified in this chapter and consequently validated 

in the following chapter. Hence, the flow nouns (flow types) have been limited to a generic 

type “f” instead of the solid, liquid, gas and mixture as indicated in the verb rule definitions.  

Each offspring function model in each generation of the genetic algorithm is evaluated 

against the count and topology rules. The offspring that violates has the least instances of 

violation of these rules is selected as the parent for the following generation. This ensures 

that with each progressive generation the instances of violation these rules is minimized.  

An example of a function model is shown in Figure 4. 14. It is a graphical representation of 

the function model produced as an offspring in a run of the genetic algorithm. The function 

model consists of four functions and six flows.  For the flow originating at the environment 

and terminating at the Import function block, there is no penalty because no rule has been 

violated. However, Import function block has two distinct outputs. According to rule 2, the 

Import function block can only have one output. This is a violation and will be granted a 

penalty score of -1 for an extra output flow from the Import function block. No violations 

are seen in the transfer function block.  
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Figure 4. 14: Verification of Fitness Criteria 

Moving on to the Convert_E function block, there are two incoming flows. Each flow is EE. 

According to rule 11, Convert_E cannot accept two incoming flows. There is one instance 

of this violation, hence a penalty score of -1 will be assigned. Further, a Convert_E function 

block cannot send an out put to the environment, thereby violation rule 14, a topology rule. 

Hence, a penalty of -1 is assigned for this violation. There is a total of three non-compliances 

in this function model, hence a total score of -3 is assigned.  

An example of another such function model is shown in Figure 4. 15. The Transfer_E 

function block accepts an input flow ME from the environment. Transfer_E is not allowed 

to accept a flow from the environment. This is a violation of rule 20, so a penalty score of -

1 is awarded. Furthermore, Transfer_E produces the EE flow that originates at Transfer_E 

and terminates a Distribute. As per rule 24, Transfer_E is allowed to cause a type change. 

Hence, a penalty score of -1 is awarded. Moving to Convert_E function block shown at the 

bottom of the function model. 

Import

ENV

EE
Transfer_E

Transfer_E

Convert_E

ENV
EE

EE

EE

ME

EE

Rule #2

Rule #14

Rule #11
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Figure 4. 15: Verification of Fitness Criteria 

As can be seen, the Convert_E is accepting two inputs, one form the Convert_E at the top of 

the function model, and another from the Distribute function. As per rule 11 for the count 

rules for Convert_E, it can only accept one input. Hence, a penalty of -1 is assigned for this 

violation. In addition, to rule 11, this Convert_E function block also violates rule 14, 

according to which a Convert_E cannot send an output the environment, and must send an 

output to another function block within the function model. Another penalty of -1 is assigned, 

bring the total score of penalty assigned to -4. 
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Chapter 5: Verification of Rules for Evolving Function 

Model Topologies 

In Chapter 4, a list of seventy-two a priori rules that adhere to basic logic and physics need 

to be defined and codified for their use in a Genetic Algorithm framework. This was done 

because the initial proof of concept of adapting function models and GA for function model 

synthesis as described in Chapter 2 had two shortcomings: a) the end result for the function 

models need to be known, and b) there is no possibility of arriving at consistent function 

models that are novel. The rules described in Chapter 4 overcame these shortcomings 

because the function models produced are evaluated using these consistent rules and not a 

predefined function model (user design intent), hence the final result is a unique function 

model. 

While the details of the rules has been described in Chapter 4, this chapter describes the 

manner in which the rules have been coded into a Microsoft Excel embedded VBA code. 

Furthermore, the user interface of the said algorithm is described in detail. Finally, the results 

obtained from the implementation of these rules is discussed. This provides the validation of 

the rules. It must be noted that a discussion on the verification of these rules has been carried 

out in Chapter 4 itself.  
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5.1 Codification of Rules 

The following section describes the pseudo – code that has been implemented in Microsoft 

Excel VBA to execute the rules in GA. It is important to remember here that these rules serve 

as the fitness function evaluation of the GA at hand. The actual code is displayed in the 

Appendix.  

5.1.1 Codification of Rules for Import 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Import in 

the verb name array. If an import is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for 

Import. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. 

The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding one flow. The same is 

repeated for the output flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that 

it originates from the environment and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the 

case. The headnote of the output flow is checked to ensure that it terminates within the 

function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. Finally, the 

input is compared to the output flow to make sure that the type is the same. For example, if 

the input flow is Mechanical Energy, the output flow must also be Mechanical Energy. The 

penalty score is now added. This is repeated for all input flows in the function model. The 

pseudocode for the implementation of Import is shown in Figure 5. 1. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Import For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Import” 

  Then extract ImportIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with ImportIndex as head node 
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        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with ImportIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each ImportIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node does not originate from ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each ImportIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 5. 1: Pseudocode implemented for Import  

5.1.2 Codification of Rules for Export  

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Export in 

the verb name array. If an Export is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for 

Export. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. 

The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding one flow. The same is 

repeated for the output flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that 

it originates from within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this 

is not the case. The headnote of the output flow is checked to ensure that it terminates at the 

environment and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. Finally, the 

input is compared to the output flow to make sure that the type is the same. For example, if 
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the input flow is Solid, the output flow must also be Solid. The penalty score is now added. 

This is repeated for all input flows in the function model. The pseudocode for the 

implementation of Export is shown in Figure 5. 2. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Export For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Export” 

  Then extract ExportIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with ExportIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with ExportIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each ExportIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates from ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each ExportIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node does not terminate at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 5. 2: Pseudocode implemented for Export 

5.1.3. Codification of Rules for Convert_E 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Convert_E 

in the verb name array. If a Convert_E is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows 
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for Convert_E. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding one flow. The same 

is repeated for the output flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that 

it originates from within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this 

is not the case. The head node of the output flow is checked to ensure that it terminates within 

the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. Finally, 

the input is compared to the output flow to make sure that the type is not the same and that 

each type is an energy type only and not a material type. For example, if the input flow is 

Electrical Energy, the output flow must not be Electrical Energy. The penalty score is now 

added. This is repeated for all input flows in the function model. The pseudocode for the 

implementation of Convert_E is shown in Figure 5. 3. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Convert_E For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Convert_E” 

  Then extract Convert_E_Index 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with Convert_E_Index as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with Convert_E_Index as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each Convert_E_Index head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates from ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each Convert_E_Index tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 
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     End 

        

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 5. 3: Pseudocode implemented for Convert_E 

5.1.4 Codification of Rules for Transfer 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Transfer in 

the verb name array. If a Transfer is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for 

Transfer. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding one flow. The same 

is repeated for the output flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that 

it originates from within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this 

is not the case. The head node of the output flow is checked to ensure that it terminates within 

the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. Finally, 

the input is compared to the output flow to make sure that the type is the same. For example, 

if the input flow is Gas, the output flow must also be Gas. The penalty score is now added. 

This is repeated for all input flows in the function model. The pseudocode for the 

implementation of Transfer is shown in Figure 5. 4. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Transfer For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Transfer” 

  Then extract TransferIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with TransferIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 
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      Locate Flows with TransferIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each TransferIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each TransferIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

        

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 5. 4: Pseudocode implemented for Transfer 

5.1.5 Codification of Rules for Distribute 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Distribute 

in the verb name array. If a Distribute is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows 

for Distribute. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number 

of input and output flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that it 

originates from within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this 

is not the case. The head nodes of the output flows are checked to ensure that it terminates 

within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. 

Finally, the input flow is compared to the output flows to make sure that the type is the same. 

For example, if the input flow is Thermal Energy, the output flows must also be both be 
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Thermal Energy. The penalty score is now added. This is repeated for all input flows in the 

function model. The pseudocode for the implementation of Distribute is shown in Figure 5. 

5. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Distribute For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Distribute” 

  Then extract DistributeIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with DistributeIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with DistributeIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each DistributeIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each DistributeIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

       

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 5. 5: Pseudocode implemented for Distribute 

5.1.6. Codification of Rules for Couple 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Couple in 

the verb name array. If a Couple is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for 
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Couple. If the number of input flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is awarded. 

If the number of output flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The 

penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and 

output flows. Then the tail node of the input flows is checked to ensure that both originate 

from within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the 

case. The head node of the output flow is checked to ensure that it terminates within the 

function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. Finally, the 

input flows are compared to the output flow to make sure that the type is the same. For 

example, if the input flow is Liquid, the output flows must also be both be Liquid. The 

penalty score is now added. This is repeated for all input flows in the function model. The 

pseudocode for the implementation of Couple is shown in Figure 5. 6. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Couple For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Couple” 

  Then extract CoupleIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with CoupleIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with DistributeIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each CoupleIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each CoupleIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 
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     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 5. 6: Pseudocode implemented for Couple 

5.1.7 Codification of Rules for Separate 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Separate in 

the verb name array. If a Separate is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for 

Separate. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number 

of input and output flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that it 

originates from within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this 

is not the case. The head nodes of the output flows are checked to ensure that it terminates 

within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. 

Finally, the input flow type is checked to make sure it is mixture. Each output flow type is 

also checked to make sure it is either type solid, or liquid, or gas. The output flow types can 

match but there is no penalty if they do not. The pseudocode for the implementation of 

Separate is shown in Figure 5. 7. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Separate For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Separate” 

  Then extract SeparateIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with SeparateIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 
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        End 

 

      Locate Flows with SeparateIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each SeparateIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each SeparateIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 5. 7: Pseudocode implemented for Separate 

 5.1.8 Codification of Rules for Mix 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Mix in the 

verb name array. If a Mix is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for Mix. If 

the number of input flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is awarded. If the 

number of output flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The penalty 

score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and output 

flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that it originates from within 

the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. The head 

nodes of the output flows are checked to ensure that it terminates within the function model 

and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. Finally, the output flow type 

is checked to make sure it is mixture. Each input flow type is also checked to make sure it is 
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either type solid, or liquid, or gas. The input flow types can match but there is no penalty if 

they do not. The pseudocode for the implementation of Mix is shown in Figure 5. 8. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Mix For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Mix” 

  Then extract MixIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with MixIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with MixIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each MixIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each MixIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 5. 8: Pseudocode implemented for Mix 

5.1.9 Codification of rules for Store 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Store in the 

verb name array. If a store is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for Store. If 

the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. If the 
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number of output flows is not exactly zero, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The penalty 

score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and output 

flows. Then the tail node of the input flow is checked to ensure that it originates from within 

the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. Any 

material or energy flow type can be the input. The pseudocode for the implementation of 

Store is shown in Figure 5. 9. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Store For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Store” 

  Then extract MixIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with StoreIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with StoreIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  0 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each StoreIndex head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

    End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 5. 9: Pseudocode implemented for Store 

5.1.9 Codification of rules for Supply 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Supply in 

the verb name array. If a Supply is found, it checks for the corresponding output flows for 
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Supply. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. 

If the number of input flows is not exactly zero, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The 

penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and 

output flows. Then the head node of the output flow is checked to ensure that it terminates 

within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not the case. 

Any material or energy flow type can be the input. The pseudocode for the implementation 

of Supply is shown in Figure 5. 10. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Supply For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Supply” 

  Then extract SupplyIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with SupplyIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  0  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with SupplyIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each SupplyIndex tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

    End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 5. 10: Pseudocode implemented for Supply 
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5.1.11 Codification of Rules for Energize_M 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Energize_M 

in the verb name array. If an Energize_M is found, it checks for the corresponding input 

flows for Energize_M. If the number of input flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative 

one is awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one 

is awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required 

number of input and output flows. Then the tail nodes of the input flows are checked to 

ensure that they originate from within the function model and a penalty of negative one is 

awarded of this is not the case. The head node of the output flow is checked to ensure that it 

terminates within the function model and a penalty of negative one is awarded of this is not 

the case. Finally, the input flows are checked to make sure that at least one of them is a 

material type and the other one is an energy subtype. If this is not the case, a penalty of 

negative one is assigned. Similarly, if the output flow type must be a flow type material. If 

this is not the case, then a penalty of negative one is awarded. The pseudocode for the 

implementation of Energize_M is shown in Figure 5. 11. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Energize_M For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “En_M” 

  Then extract En_M_Index 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with En_M_Index as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with En_M_Index as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each En_M_Index head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates at ENV 
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          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each En_M_Index tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 5. 11: Pseudocode implemented for Energize_M 

5.1.12 Codification of Rules for De_Energize_M 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named 

De_Energize_M in the verb name array. If a De_Energize_M is found, it checks for the 

corresponding input flow for De_Energize_M. If the number of input flows is not exactly 

one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly two, 

a penalty of negative one is awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance 

exceeding the required number of input and output flows. Then the tail node of the input 

flow is checked to ensure that it originates from within the function model and a penalty of 

negative one is awarded of this is not the case. The head nodes of the output flows are 

checked to ensure that they terminate within the function model and a penalty of negative 

one is awarded of this is not the case. Finally, the input flow is checked to make sure the 

type is material. The output flows are checked to make sure that at least one of them is a 

material type and the other one is an energy subtype. If this is not the case, a penalty of 

negative one is assigned. The pseudocode for the implementation of De_Energize_M is 

shown in Figure 5. 12. 
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Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

De_Energize_M For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “De_En_M” 

  Then extract De_En_M_Index 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with En_M_Index as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with De_En_M_Index as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      For each De_En_M_Index head node  

        If corresponding tail node originates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

    End 

 

      For each De_En_M_Index tail node  

        If corresponding head node terminates at ENV 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

      End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 5. 12: Pseudocode implemented for De_Energize_M 

5.2 User Interface of the GA 

This section describes how the front end of the GA works in conjunction with the VBA code 

which was described in the previous section. The user interface is programmed in Visual 

Basic within Microsoft Excel as shown in Figure 5. 13.  
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5.2.1 Description of the Front End of the GA User Interface  

The vocabulary of terms used in GA are listed at the top of the interface in the column titles 

“Gene Pool”. It includes twelve verbs, and flows labelled as the generic “f”. While the logic 

rules described in the previous chapter do relate to flow nouns, in the present implementation 

as discussed in this chapter, flow nouns are replaced by a generic “f”. This is done so that 

the count and topology rules can be verified first, and the program’s ability to create realistic 

topologies can be demonstrated. 

The input variables of the GA are controlled by the cells at the top left corner. These cells 

include the number of functions and flows, mutation probability, number of children per 

generation, and the choice of elitism. The number of functions and flows comprise the size 

of the function model; the mutation probability is the 1-in-n chances that any part of the 

chromosome is allowed to mutate, and number of off springs per generation is the size of the 

litter. In addition, it also shows the two ways to terminate the loop: a) exhaustion of user 

defined generations, and b) reaching the user defined penalty score (which in most case is 

zero).  These two options are helpful for testing the program as they allow stopping the loop 

at intermittent levels, which permits inspecting the code’s behavior. Also, the last variable 

(Size of the Verbs Vocabulary) allows selecting a subset of the total vocabulary to include 

in the GA. If this variable is set to, say, 7, then only the first seven verbs in the option space 

would be used.  
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Figure 5. 13: User interface of the Excel VBA code developed for implementation of GA 
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The number of functions and flows in a model and the number of child models in a generation 

are set to fixed user-defined values for a given run of the algorithm. The two green boxes are 

the parent and the mutation matrix of the current generation, written in the same four-line 

format shown earlier. The non-colored blocks on the right store the child chromosomes, 

while the last column captures the penalty scores of each child. The two-column table at the 

bottom-left region, titled “Rules to Apply” allows the user to select the verbs whose 

definition rules are to be applied on the GA. This selective application of verb specific rules 

makes it easier for the user to debug the program and makes the testing more convenient. 

The rules to be applied will have a 1 in the column next to them, the verbs not being used 

will have a zero in the column next to them. The plot in the mid-bottom region shows a 

summary of the evolution process against generation numbers. The x-axis on the graph 

shows the number of generations and the y-axis shows the penalty score.  

The buttons on the left side of the user interface are a) Create First Parent, b) Copy Parent 

Values, c) Copy parent w/o Mutation, d) Apply Mutation to Children, and d) Promote Fittest 

Child. These buttons allow the user to run the subroutines of the program one at a time, 

manually, for the ease of testing and debugging. The buttons labels are self-descriptive. The 

code for the Create First Parent button includes subroutines for a) creating the first random 

parent, b) copying the parent into a given number of children without mutation as a first step, 

and c) then for applying the mutation matrix on them.  

The Copy parent Values button applies the count and topology rules of the verb definitions 

to each child model. Thereafter, it computes the penalty associated with each child model. 

This score appears in the far-right column. The Promote Fittest Child button identifies the 

child with the minimum penalty and copies its data to in the green cells designated for the 

parent chromosome. The most important button on the interface is the Run GA in Loop 
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button. This button copies first parent values. It then applies the fitness criteria for each 

function block within each offspring of the current generation. The algorithms for 

determining the functional fitness have been described in previous sections. It runs these 

subroutines in a loop, until one of the two termination criteria have been met. Lastly, the 

Clear GA button is used to clear out the GA parent, offsprings, and penalty scores so that the 

user can do a fresh run. It does preserve the setting of elitism, number of generations (loop 

length), termination criteria, mutations, number of children, and which verb definitions have 

been set to one.  

5.2.2 Subroutines of the GA User Interface 

It must be noted that the routines listed above run with the help of subroutines programmed 

in the Microsoft Excel VBA. The most important button here is the Run GA in Loop button. 

The following sections describes the functioning of each button. This is shown in Figure 5. 

14. 

Subroutine Algorithm to implement subroutine 

Run GA in Loop Instantiate initial parent 

 

Instantiate All GA fitness evaluation criteria 

 

Write and save results in a column and generate graph 

 

Stop the program if convergence is reached or generations are exhauted     

 

End 

Figure 5. 14: Pseudocode implemented for Run GA in Loop button 

5.3 Validation of the GA  

The goal of this validation exercise is to show through a series of tests that the GA can evolve 

models from such initial states to final states for progressively larger subsets of the gene pool 

and for larger models. In general, for a given model size, there can be multiple acceptable 

end state models, and the GA is considered successful if it reaches any one of them. 
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Table 5. 1 shows a summary of the tests performed. Column 1 shows the function vocabulary 

used in a test as F = {verb1, verb2, …}, etc. In all tests, since the flow vocabulary contains 

only {f}, the flows are not shown in the table or in the resulting models. Column 2 shows 

the model size as S = {num_functions, num_flows}. For example, S = {2,3} means that the 

test was performed for models with two functions and three flows. The third column shows 

the number of generations (Gc) at which the program converged by producing at least one 

child with a penalty score of zero. The fourth column shows the graphical form of the models 

produced, duly decoded from the final chromosome produced upon convergence. The 

superscripted numbers on the function names indicate the index of the functions assigned by 

the GA, which are then used to determine the topology of the flows. The last column shows 

the serial number of the test, for the ease of reference. 

Table 5. 1: Summary of test results for validation 

Input Output # 

F S Gc Model produced  

{Import, 

Export} 

{2,3

} 

24 

 

1 

{Import, 

Convert_

E, 

Export} 

{3,4

} 

33 

 

2 

{4,5

} 

52 

 

3 

{Import, 

Distribut

e, 

Export} 

{4,6

} 

51 

 

4 

{Import, 

Distribut

e, 

Convert_

{5,7

} 

292 

 

5 

Import 1 Export 2ENV ENV

Import 1 Export 2ENV ENV

Convert_E 3

Convert_E 1 Export 2 ENV

Convert_E 3 Import 4 ENV

Import 1 Export 2ENV ENV

Export 3 Distribute 4ENV

Convert_E 1 Import 2 ENV

Export 3 Import 4 ENVENV

ENVExport 5
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Input Output # 

E, 

Export} 

{6,8

} 

14,06

1 

 

6 

{7,9

} 

12,20

5 

 

7 

{All 

twelve 

verbs} 

{5,7

} 

296 

 

8 

{6,8

} 

1,453 

 

9 

{7,9

} 

741 

 

10 

Seven 

verbs of 

unique 

topologi

es 

{4,6

} 

252 

 

11 

Export 2 Convert_E 3

ENV Distribute 5 Convert_E 6

Distribute 1

Export 4

ENV

Convert_E 2 Export 3

Convert_E 5

Distribute 1

Convert_E 4

ENV

Export 7 ENVDistribute 6

Import 2 DeEn_M 3

En_M 5

Convert_E 1

En_M 4

ENV

Transfer_E 2 Mix 3

Convert_E 5

Separate 1

Mix 4 Distribute 6

Distribute 2 Supply 3

Couple 5

Convert_E 1

DeEn_M 4 Mix 6 En_M 7

Couple 1 Couple 2

ENVDistribute 3 Import  4
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Input Output # 

Verbs 

used in 

the 

hairdryer 

model  

{8,1

1} 

5,571 

 

12 

 

As can be seen, the size of the function model increases and the generations to convergence 

increase. It is also important to note that the vocabulary (number of function verbs) is also 

increasing. For example, in case 1, only Import and Export are used as the function verb 

vocabulary. The numbers in red displayed within the function block is the number assigned 

to the function block. 

In all tests, a constant mutation probability of 20% is applied uniformly to all parameters in 

the chromosome. This means that about 20% of the parameters of the parent chromosome 

was selected for mutation in each generation. The number of children per generation is set 

at 5 as long as the penalty score of the fittest model is higher than 2. When this score reaches 

2, the mutations needed to reduce it further becomes increasingly more unlikely, especially 

for larger vocabularies and larger models. Allowing more children per generation permits 

more trials within a generation to cross this barrier, which improves the likelihood of 

convergence, although at a slightly higher computational cost. Thus, the program increases 

the number of children to 10 when the penalty is 2 or lower. The penalty score received by 

the fittest model in a generation is called “E”. E = 0 means that the GA converged with at 

least one child model with no violations of the definition rules remaining in it. In all tests 

shown, the elitism is turned on. 

Export 2 Distribute 3

Convert_E 6

Distribute 1

En_M 5 Convert_E 7 En_M 8

Distribute 4

ENV
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5.4 Observations and Discussions 

Test 1 is performed on the smallest possible vocabulary, F = {Import, Export}, as a 

theoretical pursuit only, as this model has no practical significance. Since function models 

exchange flows with the environment and since the only verbs in the vocabulary that can do 

so are Import and Export, it follows that F = {Import, Export} is the smallest viable 

vocabulary, and the model of S = {2,3}, shown in Test 1, is the smallest possible model. 

Nonetheless, the GA produced this model in the fewest iterations among all the tests: 24, 

which demonstrates the GA’s ability to produce this theoretically minimal model.  

Figure 5. 15 shows the convergence plot for this test, showing the variation of the penalty 

scores of the child models against the generations. The lowest plot shows the penalty score 

of the fittest child, which reduces monotonically because of elitism. The horizontal regions 

of this plot are generations where no child produced a better fitness than the parent. The 

upper and middle plots are the maximum and average penalty score of all children in the 

generation. These plots fluctuate because the maximum and average penalties are not 

guarded by elitism. Upon repeat trials, convergence occurred within 10-51 generations. The 

convergence plots of all twelve tests are presented in the Appendix.  

 

Figure 5. 15: The Smallest model (S= 2,3 converged in 24) generations 
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5.4.1 The Next Larger Vocabulary (3 verbs) 

Tests 2 and 3 represent the next larger vocabulary, F = {Import, Export, Convert_E} as 

shown in Figure 5. 16. Since Convert_E exchanges flows only with the model, and each verb 

has only one input and one output, the only type of models possible with this vocabulary is 

a chain of Convert_E functions nested between Import and Export, as shown in Figure 5. 16. 

Thus, all models in this series have size: S = {n, n+1}. The GA is tested for this vocabulary 

with S = {3,4} and S = {4,5}, and the resulting models do represent the chain formation of 

Figure 5. 17, with one and two instances of Convert_E, respectively. They also take 

progressively more iterations to converge. Thus, the GA is shown to behave as expected in 

this step. 

 

Figure 5. 16: The only possible type of models on F = {Import, Export, Convert_E} 

5.4.2 Branching Topologies (3-4 Verbs) 

To produce more complex topologies, verbs such as Distribute and Couple that permit 

branching and merging of flows are needed.  Here, Distribute is added: F = {Import, 

Distribute, Convert_E, Export}. Tests 4-7 use this vocabulary. However, a model does not 

have to use all verbs available in the vocabulary and can use multiple instances of one verb. 

Accordingly, the following situations emerge: 

If Distribute is not used by the model but Convert_E is used, then the vocabulary practically 

reduces to that of the previous tests, and all models represented by Figure 5. 16 become 

possible under this vocabulary too. This situation was not encountered by the test cases. 

Import Export ENV ENVConv_E
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If Distribute is used but Convert_E is not, then the only possible models on this vocabulary 

are those that break down a flow using one or more instances of Distribute nested between 

Import and Export, represented by Figure 5. 17. This situation was forced in Test 4 by 

intentionally dropping Convert_E from the vocabulary, and the resulting model does agree 

with Figure 5. 17, with only one level branching because the size was limited to S = {4,6}.  

 

Figure 5. 17: The only type of model possible on F = {Import, Export, Distribute} 

If both Distribute and Convert_E are used, then any combination of Distribute and Convert 

nested between Import and Export is possible. However, recall that the model-level rules do 

not mandate Import or Export to be present in a model. Thus, other models that can arrive at 

acceptable topologies without using Import or Export are also possible. Tests 6 and 7 resulted 

in two such models that do not use Import. The implication of models without Import or 

Export are separately discussed. Presently, it is demonstrated that the GA converges at 

models that satisfied the topology and count rules of this vocabulary.  

5.4.3 The Full Vocabulary (12 verbs) and Special Cases  

Tests 8-10 demonstrate the GA’s ability to converge at topologies and flow counts in 

agreement with the verb definitions while using the full vocabulary and increasingly larger 

models. Interestingly, the number of iterations until convergence (Gc) did not increase with 

model size in this case. Also, two of these models (tests 9 and 10) do not use any Import or 

Export. 

ImportENV Distribute

Distribute

Distribute

Export ENV

Export ENV
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Test 11 uses a vocabulary of only those seven verbs that have unique topologies. The verb 

definitions in  reveal that verbs such as Convert_E and Transfer have identical rules for flow 

count and topology, and their differences lie only in the type-related rules. Since type-related 

rules are not presently implemented in the GA, these two verbs are indistinguishable to the 

GA, and including them both would increase the probability of that specific topology to be 

picked by the mutations. The vocabulary of the seven unique topologies provides a uniform 

probability of 1/7 to all topologies. These verbs are: F = {Import, Export, Convert_E, 

Distribute, Couple, Store, Supply}. For S = {4,6}, the GA converged in 252 generations, 

which, when compared to Test 4, illustrates the effect of vocabulary size on convergence. 

Test 4 has the same model size but a vocabulary size of three, and it converged in 51 

generations. 

Test 12 is a special case attempting to generate models that have the same vocabulary and 

size as real-life models such as the hairdryer of Figure 1. 1 Here, F = {Import, Distribute, 

Convert_E, En_M, Export}, and S = {8,11}. Certainly, it cannot be expected that the GA 

would produce exactly the hairdryer model because multiple models are possible on the 

given vocabulary and size, and the GA may converge to any one of them. However, it is 

illustrated that the GA could successfully converge to a model that obeys all verb definitions 

in terms of flow counts and topology. 

5.4.4 Practical Usability of the Models 

As noted above, several models shown above exclude Import and/or Export. In reality, 

products that use either Import or Export, but not both, do exist. For example, the charging 

of a rechargeable battery can be modeled with the Import of electrical energy, which is then 

stored using a Store function, while nothing is exported. Conversely, the discharging of the 

battery can be modeled with a Supply and an Export function, but no Import. It can even be 
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shown that function models that exclude both Import and Export do not violate physics, 

particularly when the system boundary is manipulated. For example, one could draw a 

system boundary around an elevated water tank, a penstock, a turbine, a generator, a 

rechargeable battery, and a second, lower water tank that collects the discharge from the 

turbine instead of exporting it outside the boundary, as shown in Figure 5. 18.  

 

Figure 5. 18: A realizable system without Import or Export 

However, all the above examples, including Figure 5. 18, describe temporary processes of 

one operational mode of the system [78]. For example, the process will eventually terminate 

when the raised tank is empty. For it to continue, water must be eventually imported into it. 

Likewise, the used water must be exported for the lower tank to have finite volume. Thus, it 

can be stated that models without Import and/or Export are not in violation of physics, but 

they are uncommon and perhaps impractical. The GA currently does not mandate including 

Import and/or Export through model-level rules, which allows models that include neither 

(see Tests 9, 10), and there may be a value in allowing such models. In future work, a model-

level rule that mandates including Import and Export should be included, and their 

application should be subject to user-choice. When this rule is turned on, converged models 

will be guaranteed to contain both Import and Export. 

The same approach is necessary for models that include disjointed subgraphs (see Test 5). 

Such models are not impractical. In fact, many models in the Design Repository show this 

Supply Transfer DeEn_M Convert_E   

Store Store 

Water Water

Water

ME

EE
Raised Tank Penstock

Turbine Generator
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feature. In the future, a user-selectable fitness criterion should be included to accept or reject 

these models.  

It is noted here that the verb definition rules only impose internal consistency of the models 

against the flow count and topological constraints implied by the verbs’ original definitions, 

and nowhere do they suggest that the models thus produced should describe designs that are 

meaningful or useful. The scope of the validation is limited to checking that the models 

output by the algorithm are indeed in agreement with the definition rules (count and 

topology), regardless of their usability. To that end, the algorithm is validated. As the 

remaining steps of this research mentioned earlier are implemented in future work, the GA 

will likely produce models that are practically useful.  

5.4.5 Convergence Behavior 

In all tests, the convergence plot showed a nearly asymptotic nature with the plot axes, as 

exemplified in Figure 5. 19 and Figure 5. 20 using the plots of Tests 5 and 12. Although both 

plots are stepped and all convergence plots must touch the axes at both ends, the nearly 

asymptotic nature in the middle is still visible despite the total number of generations 

between the two plots being different by a factor of 19. This nature is expected. In the initial 

generations, even the fittest model may contain many violations of the rules, which makes it 

more probable to produce a child where one or more of those violations are fixed by purely 

probabilistic mutations. As a result, the penalty score declines steeply. As the remaining 

violations reduce, fixing them by pure chance becomes increasingly unlikely, because for a 

child to produce a lower penalty than its parent, it must have existing violations fixed without 

introducing new ones. Since the mutations apply uniformly to all the parameters of the 

chromosome (instead of mutating only those that are currently in violation), even those 

portions of the parent model that violate no rules continue to mutate, thus making it possible 
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to produce children that may have some existing violations fixed, but accidentally, have 

incurred new ones. As a result, it takes many generations for the last few violations to 

disappear.  

 

Figure 5. 19: The nearly asymptotic nature of the convergence plot for Test 5 

 

Figure 5. 20: The nearly asymptotic nature of the convergence plot for Test 12 

 

Further, the number of mutations needed to eliminate the penalties in a model may not be 

the same as the penalty itself. For example, in a repeat trial of Test 7, the model of Figure 5. 

21 was produced at generation 316. The two violations are indicated by the rule numbers in 

red. However, it can be verified that the fewest mutations needed to eliminate those 2 

penalties is 3. For example, the model could converge if: (1,2) one of the two flows entering 

Import1 had a change of topology from (0,1) to (6,7), which are two separate mutations that 

would together remove the extra input from Import1 and provide Convert_E6 with the 
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missing output, and (3) if Convert_E7 was renamed as Mix7, which would make it legal for 

it to receive two inputs. Once a model attains such a state, all three mutations must happen 

at once since any one mutation could in fact increase the violations. As a result, converging 

such a model becomes highly unlikely. In this case, the model did not converge even after 

6,000 generations, at which point the test was abandoned. 

 

Figure 5. 21: An in-process model with 2 penalties that need 3 mutations to remove them 

5.4.6 Algorithmic Complexity 

Finally, the computational cost of this algorithm, represented roughly by the number of 

generations until convergence, Gc, is a function of both the vocabulary F and the model size 

S. The search space of the GA is the set of all models possible for the given input conditions, 

which does not correlate positively with either F or S alone, but with their specific 

combinations. If the F-S combination produces many possible models, then the probability 

of arriving at one of them increases, which reduces Gc, but those cases also typically require 

larger models and vocabularies, which may increase Gc. Some F-S combinations permit only 

a few or zero models in the search space. For example, F = {Import, Export} and S = {odd, 

any} offers no possible model at all, since the only models possible on this vocabulary are 

those that include one or more disjointed subgraphs where each subgraph is the model of 

Test 1, which is impossible to achieve with an odd number of function blocks. Some other 

F-S combinations produce a relatively narrow search space, requiring high Gc values for 

Import 1 Convert_E 3 Export 5
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Convert_E 7
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convergence. Examples are Tests 6 and 7. These tests have the same vocabulary as Test 5, 

which has S = {5,7} and converged at generation 292. As the model size grew in Test 6 and 

7, keeping the same vocabulary, the option space of possible models reduced significantly. 

This explains the high Gc values in those two tests. 

The mutations allow each flow to go from any node (function or ENV) to any different node, 

since looping is prevented. Thus, in a model of n functions, a flow has (n+1) options for its 

tail node, including ENV, and n options for its head node. Thus, the “unconstrained” search 

space of a flow’s topology has the order of O ≃ (n+1) * n ≃ n2, when all the tail-head 

combinations are allowed, i.e., when the verb definition rules are not in effect. For m flows, 

the algorithmic complexity thus becomes m × n2, which is a polynomial involving both the 

number of functions and flows in the model. The effect of applying the definition rules upon 

this result is a reduction of the search space because the rules prohibit some of the topologies 

previously permitted, and this effect can be assumed to be a linear function of the vocabulary 

size since all verbs have nearly the same number of rules. Thus, the overall algorithmic 

complexity is a scaled version of m × n2, which is still a polynomial function of the model 

size. Figure 5. 22 shows the variation of Gc with the number of functions and Figure 5. 23 

shows the variations with the number of Gc flows in the test data, excluding the two outlier 

tests (#6 and #7). The Polynomial fits of the data with high R2 values show that the behavior 

of the algorithm agrees with the above theoretical estimate.  
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Figure 5. 22: Variations of the generations to convergence with the number of functions 

 

Figure 5. 23: Variations of the generations to convergence with the number of flows 

 

5.5 Conclusion and Follow Up Work  

This chapter presents the implementation of this GA into software code, which is then used 

to validate the algorithm using twelve test cases. The tests reveal that the GA can synthesize 

function structure models of progressively larger sizes and vocabularies, starting from the 

minimal vocabulary to the full vocabulary of twelve verbs used in this research, including 

both chain and branching topologies. While the present set of verb definition rules do not 

guarantee that models are practically usable yet, the work presented here is the first step 

toward synthesizing usable decompositions of black box models, as explained in the scope. 

Logical analysis of the algorithm predicts an asymptotic convergence behavior and a 
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polynomial order of complexity of the algorithm, both of which are validated using the 

convergence plots and the variation of generations to convergence with model size, based 

on the test data. The following chapter extends this approach and the lessons learnt here to 

decompose a function model from the black box. In addition, the type change rules will also 

be part of the implementation shown in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 6: Verification of Rules for Evolving Function 

Model Topologies 

In the previous chapter, a method described for synthesis of function models has been 

discussed. In this chapter, the focus is to be evolve function models by decomposing a black 

box. A black box is the most rudimentary graphical representation of the desired system. It 

consists of the incoming and outgoing flows, that basically indicate the required material and 

energy transformations. In order for the black box to provide value to a designer, it must be 

decomposed such that there are subfunctions which will accomplish the function. 

In order to accomplish this, the gene pool will be had to be pruned to only use functions that 

transform the flows. Also, the implementation of the verb rules discussed in Chapter 4 was 

modified accordingly. After this, a verification and validation of this approach to synthesize 

function models from black box was conducted. All these steps have been detailed in the 

various sections of this chapter. 

6.1 Modified rules for Black Box Decomposition  

The function verbs used in the gene pool described in the previous chapters have been pruned 

to only use the function verbs that transform the incoming flows. As a result the Import, 

Export and Transfer function verb have not been included in the gene pool in this part of the 

research. Import only interacts with the environment in importing the function and passing 

it on to the rest of the function model without conducting any transformation. Similarly, 

export passes the flow from the function to the environment without conducting any 

transformation on it. Transfer simply passes on the flow form one part of the function model 

to another part of the function model without conducting any transformation of the flow. 
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Hence, these functions are not deemed necessary to advancement of the research far as the 

functional transformation is concerned. Also, Mixture has been removed form the gene pool. 

This reduced gene poll is listed in Figure 6. 1. This also means that the rest of the function 

verb definitions will have to be modified such that they can import and export functions from 

the environment without having to go via Import or Export respectively. 

S. No. Function Verb Flow Noun 

1 Import Mixture 

2 Export Solid 

3 Convert_E Liquid 

4 Transfer_E Gas 

5 Distribute EE 

6 Couple ME 

7 Separate ThE 

8 Mix ChE 

9 Store EME 

10 Supply AcE 

11 Energize_Material - 

12 De_Energize Material - 

Figure 6. 1 

6.1.1 Modified Rules for Convert_E 

The Convert_E function is devised such that it allows the transformation of energy from one 

form to another. It is important to note that no conversion of material is allowed using this 

function. Only one input flow is allowed into Convert_E and only one output flow is allowed 

from the Convert_E function block. The input flow can originate from within the function 

model or from the environment; the output flow can terminate at another function within the 

function model or in the environemnt. This function can only change the type of energy from 

one form to another. For example, a Mechanical Energy input flow must be changed to some 

other type of energy, such as an Electrical Energy in the output flow. A material type flow 
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for input of output is not acceptable. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 

6. 2 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

1
. 
C

o
n

v
er

t_
E

 

1 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

2 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

3 
Top. 

Can receive the input flow from the rest of the model or ENV. 

4 Can send the output flow to the rest of the model or ENV. 

5 

Type 

The input flow MUST be a subtype of the class E (energy). 

6 The output flow MUST be a subtype of the class E (energy). 

7 The input subtype MUST be different from the output subtype. 

 

Figure 6. 2: Modified Rules for Convert_E 

6.1.2 Modified Rules for Distribute  

Only one input is allowed in to Distribute function block and two output flows are expected 

from it. The input flow has to originate from a function block within the function model or 

from the environment; the output flows can terminate at a function within the function model 

or at the environment. Each one of the output flow has to terminate at another function block 

within the function model. The input and the output flows must all be the exact same. For 

example, if the input flow is solid, the output flows both must be solid as well. The rules and 

their representation are shown in 

 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

2
. 

D
i

st
ri

b
u
t

e 

8 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

9 MUST have exactly two output flows. 
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Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

10 
Top. 

Can receive the input flow from the rest of the model or ENV. 

11 Can send each output flow to the rest of the model or ENV. 

12 Type 
Each output MUST have the same type (such as material) and same 

subtype (such as solid) as the input. 

 

Figure 6. 3 Modified Rules for Distribute 

 

6.1.3 Modified Rules for Couple 

The Couple function is devised to allow the material or energy flows to be combined from 

two flows into one single flow without any transformation. Only two inputs are allowed into 

Couple function block and one output flows is expected from it. The input flows have to 

originate from a function block within the function model or from the environment. The 

output flow has to terminate at another function block within the function model or at the 

environment. The input and the output flows must all be the exact same. For example, if the 

input flows are liquid, the output flows both must be liquid as well. The rules and their 

representation are shown in Figure 6. 4. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

3
. 

C
o
u

p
le

 

13 
Count 

MUST have exactly two input flows. 

14 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

15 
Top. 

Can receive the input from the rest of the model or ENV. 

16 Can send the output flow to the rest of the model or ENV. 

17 
Type 

The two input flows MUST be of the same type and subtype. 

18 The output MUST have the same type and subtype as the inputs. 
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Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

 

Figure 6. 4: Modified Rules for Couple  

6.1.4 Modified Rules for Separate 

A mixture can be any combination of solid, liquid, and gas. The separate function block 

accepts one input from another function block in the function model. The two outputs from 

the separate function block terminate at another function block within the function model. 

The separate function only accepts a material input and the outputs can only be solid, or 

liquid, or gas. The input flow can originate at any function within the function model or at 

the environment, the output flow can terminate at any function within the function model or 

at the environment. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 6. 5. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

4
. 
S

ep
ar

at
e 

19 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

20 MUST have exactly two output flows. 

21 
Top. 

Can receive the input flow from the rest of the model or ENV. 

22 Can send each output flow to the rest of the model or ENV. 

23 
Type 

The input type MUST be only {Solid | Liquid | Gas}. 

24 Each output type MUST be only {Solid | Liquid | Gas}. 
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Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

 

Figure 6. 5: Modified Rules for Separate 

6.1.5 Modified Rules for Mix 

The Mix function is devised as the exact opposite of the separate function. Hence, it 

combines two solid, liquid, or gas inputs a mixture. A mixture can be any combination of 

solid, liquid, and gas. The mix function block accepts two material inputs from another 

function block in the function model or form the environment. The output from the mix 

function block terminates at another function block within the function model or at the 

environment. The mix function only allows for outputs and inputs can only be solid, or 

liquid, or gas. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 6. 6. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

5
. 
M

ix
 

25 
Count 

MUST have exactly two input flows. 

26 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

27 
Top. 

Can receive each input from the rest of the model or ENV. 

28 Can send the output flow to the rest of the model or ENV. 

29 
Type 

The type of each input MUST be only {Solid | Liquid | Gas}. 

30 The output type MUST be {Solid | Liquid | Gas}. 
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Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

 

Figure 6. 6: Modified Rules for Mix 

6.1.6 Modified Rule for Store 

The Store function is device to accept any material or energy flow from within the function 

model and hold on to it. Hence, the store function has only one input and no output. The 

input can be of any type and can originate from within the function model or from the 

environment. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 6. 7. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

6
. 
S

to
re

 

31 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

32 MUST NOT have any output flow. 

33 Top. Can receive input from the rest of the model or ENV. 

34 Type All inputs within types {M | E} are accepted. 

 

Figure 6. 7: Modified Rules for Store 
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6.1.7 Modified Rules for Supply 

The supply function is devices to output any material or energy flow to a function block 

within the function model. Hence, supply function has only one output and no input. The 

output can be of any type and can terminate at a function block within the function model or 

at the environment. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 6. 8 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

7
. 

S
u
p
p
ly

 

34 
Count 

MUST NOT have any input flow. 

35 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

36 Top. Can send the output to the rest of the model or ENV. 

37 Type All outputs within types {M | E} are accepted. 

 

Figure 6. 8: Modified Rules for Supply 

6.1.8 Modified Rules for Energize Material 

The De_En_M function block is devised such that energy can be taken away from an 

incoming material flow. The En_M function block is devised such that energy can be added 

on to an incoming material flow and the material flowing out of this function block is at a 

higher energy state. For example, an incoming material flow of liquid can be energized by 

adding thermal energy and the output can be either liquid (understandable at a higher 

temperature) or gas. While the change of state of material is not required, but it is not 

forbidden either. Also, an incoming material flow of gas can be energized by adding 
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mechanical energy such that the incoming gas is compressed and exits the function block as 

energized gas. This function accepts only one material input and only one energy input, both 

from within the function model or form the environment. The output flow is one material 

flow and must terminate at another function block within the function model or at the 

environment. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 6. 9. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

8
. 

E
n
er

g
iz

e 
m

at
er

ia
l 

38 
Count 

MUST have exactly two input flows. 

39 MUST have exactly one output flow. 

40 
Top. 

Can receive both inputs from the rest of the model or ENV. 

41 Can send the output flow to the rest of the model or ENV. 

42 

Type 

One input flow must be of type Material. 

43 The other input flow must be of type Energy. 

44 The output flow must be of type Material. 

 

Figure 6. 9: Modified Rules for Energize_M  

 

6.1.9 Modified Rules for De_Energize Material 

The rules for De_Energize_M are devised such that the material flowing out is at a lower 

energy state that the incoming material. For example, an incoming flow of liquid at a higher 

temperature will be deenergized to liquid at a lower temperature and thermal energy will be 

released. Similarly, an incoming flow of liquid can be deenergized such that the output 

material flow is solid. Similar to the previous function model, while the change of state is 

not required, it is not forbidden either. This function only accepts one material flow from a 
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function within the function model or the environment. The output flows are one material 

and one energy flow, each of which must terminate at another function block within the 

function model or at the environment. The rules and their representation are shown in Figure 

6. 10. 

Verb # Cat. Rule Statement 

9
. 

D
e-

E
n
er

g
iz

e 
m

at
er

ia
l 

45 
Count 

MUST have exactly one input flow. 

46 MUST have exactly two output flows. 

47 
Top. 

Can receive the input flow from the rest of the model or ENV. 

48 MUST send both output flows to the rest of the model or ENV. 

49 

Type 

The input flow must be of type Material. 

50 One output flow must be of type Material. 

51 The other output flow must be of type Energy. 

 

Figure 6. 10: Modified Rules for DE_Energize_M 

 

6.2 Modified Algorithm for Function Model Synthesis from a Black Box  

Since the function verbs Import, Export and Transfer have been pruned form the gene pool, 

the function model rules have been modified such that other verbs can interact with the 

environment without having to include Import and Export in the function model. Functions 

can also interact with other functions in the function model without having to use a Transfer 

to facilitate the energy and material flows between them. As such, the corresponding code 

used to generate the GA has to be modified to reflect this change. 
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6.2.1. Codification of Modified Rules for Convert_E 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Convert_E 

in the verb name array. If a Convert_E is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows 

for Convert_E. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding one flow. The same 

is repeated for the output flows. Finally, the input is compared to the output flow to make 

sure that the type is not the same and that each type is an energy type only and not a material 

type. For example, if the input flow is Electrical Energy, the output flow must not be 

Electrical Energy. The penalty score is now added. This is repeated for all input flows in the 

function model. The pseudocode for the implementation of Convert_E is shown in Figure 6. 

11. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Convert_E For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Convert_E” 

  Then extract Convert_E_Index 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with Convert_E_Index as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with Convert_E_Index as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

        

     For 1: All Flows 

 

       If head node = Convert_E_Index 

         Extract input flow name 

           If input flow name is not Subtype Energy 

             Apply penalty score of 1 

           End 

       End  
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       If tail node = Convert_E_Index 

         Extract output flow name 

           If input flow name is not Subtype Energy 

             Apply a penalty score of 1 

           End 

       End  

 

       If input flow name = output flow name 

         Apply penalty score of 1 

       End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 6. 11: Pseudocode implemented for modified Convert_E 

 

6.2.2 Codification of Modified Rules for Distribute 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Distribute 

in the verb name array. If a Distribute is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows 

for Distribute. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number 

of input and output flows. Finally, the input flow is compared to the output flows to make 

sure that the type is the same. For example, if the input flow is Thermal Energy, the output 

flows must also be both be Thermal Energy. The penalty score is now added. This is repeated 

for all input flows in the function model. The pseudocode for the implementation of 

Distribute is shown in Figure 6. 12. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Distribute For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Distribute” 

  Then extract DistributeIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 
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      Locate Flows with DistributeIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with DistributeIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

        

     For 1: All Flows 

 

       If head node = DistributeIndex 

         Extract input flow name 

       End  

       If tail node = DistributeIndex 

         Extract output flow name 

       End  

       If input flow name  output flow name 

         Apply penalty score of 1 

       End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 6. 12: Pseudocode implemented for modified Distribute 

 

6.2.3 Codification of Modified Rules for Couple 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Couple in 

the verb name array. If a Couple is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for 

Couple. If the number of input flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is awarded. 

If the number of output flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The 

penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and 

output flows. Finally, the input flows are compared to the output flow to make sure that the 

type is the same. For example, if the input flow is Liquid, the output flows must also be both 
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be Liquid. The penalty score is now added. This is repeated for all input flows in the function 

model. The pseudocode for the implementation of Couple is shown in Figure 6. 13. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Couple For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Couple” 

  Then extract CoupleIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with CoupleIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with DistributeIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

        

     For 1: All Flows 

 

       If head node = CoupleIndex 

         Extract input flow name 

       End  

       If tail node = CoupleIndex 

         Extract output flow name 

       End  

       If input flow name  output flow name 

         Apply penalty score of 1 

       End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 6. 13: Pseudocode implemented for modified Couple 

6.2.4 Codification of Modified Rules for Separate 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Separate in 

the verb name array. If a Separate is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for 

Separate. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is 
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awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is 

awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number 

of input and output flows. Finally, the input flow type is checked to make sure it is mixture. 

Each output flow type is also checked to make sure it is either type solid, or liquid, or gas. 

The output flow types can match but there is no penalty if they do not. The pseudocode for 

the implementation of Separate is shown in Figure 6. 14. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Separate For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Separate” 

  Then extract SeparateIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with SeparateIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with SeparateIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

        

     For 1: All Flows 

 

       If head node = SeparateIndex 

         Extract input flow name 

       End  

       If tail node = SeparateIndex 

         Extract output flow name 

       End  

       If input flow name  output flow name 

         Apply penalty score of 1 

       End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

   

Figure 6. 14: Pseudocode implemented for modified Separate 
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6.2.5 Codification of Modified Rules for Mix  

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Mix in the 

verb name array. If a Mix is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for Mix. If 

the number of input flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative one is awarded. If the 

number of output flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The penalty 

score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and output 

flows. Each input flow type is also checked to make sure it is either type solid, or liquid, or 

gas. The input flow types can match but there is no penalty if they do not. The pseudocode 

for the implementation of Mix is shown in Figure 6. 15. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Mix For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Mix” 

  Then extract MixIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with MixIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with MixIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 6. 15: Pseudocode implemented for modified Mix 
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6.2.6 Codification of Modified Rules for Store  

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Store in the 

verb name array. If a store is found, it checks for the corresponding input flows for Store. If 

the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. If the 

number of output flows is not exactly zero, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The penalty 

score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and output 

flows. Any material or energy flow type can be the input. The pseudocode for the 

implementation of Store is shown in Figure 6. 16. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Store For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Store” 

  Then extract MixIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with StoreIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with StoreIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  0 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

 

    End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 6. 16: Pseudocode implemented for modified Store 
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6.2.7 Codification of Modified Rules for Supply 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Supply in 

the verb name array. If a Supply is found, it checks for the corresponding output flows for 

Supply. If the number of input flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. 

If the number of input flows is not exactly zero, a penalty of negative one is awarded. The 

penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required number of input and 

output flows. Any material or energy flow type can be the input. The pseudocode for the 

implementation of Supply is shown in Figure 6. 17. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Supply For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “Supply” 

  Then extract SupplyIndex 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with SupplyIndex as head node 

        If number of input Flows  0  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with SupplyIndex as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 6. 17: Pseudocode implemented for modified Supply 
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6.2.8 Codification of Modified Rules for Energize_M 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named Energize_M 

in the verb name array. If an Energize_M is found, it checks for the corresponding input 

flows for Energize_M. If the number of input flows is not exactly two, a penalty of negative 

one is awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly one, a penalty of negative one 

is awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance exceeding the required 

number of input and output flows. Finally, the input flows are checked to make sure that at 

least one of them is a material type and the other one is an energy subtype. If this is not the 

case, a penalty of negative one is assigned. Similarly, if the output flow type must be a flow 

type material. If this is not the case, then a penalty of negative one is awarded. The 

pseudocode for the implementation of Energize_M is shown in Figure 6. 18. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

Energize_M For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “En_M” 

  Then extract En_M_Index 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with En_M_Index as head node 

        If number of input Flows  2  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with En_M_Index as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  1 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 6. 18: Pseudocode implemented for modified Energize_M 
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6.2.9 Codification of Modified Rules for De_Energize_M 

For the function model being evaluated, the algorithm looks for the verb named 

De_Energize_M in the verb name array. If a De_Energize_M is found, it checks for the 

corresponding input flow for De_Energize_M. If the number of input flows is not exactly 

one, a penalty of negative one is awarded. If the number of output flows is not exactly two, 

a penalty of negative one is awarded. The penalty score keeps adding on for each instance 

exceeding the required number of input and output flows. Finally, the input flow is checked 

to make sure the type is material. The output flows are checked to make sure that at least one 

of them is a material type and the other one is an energy subtype. If this is not the case, a 

penalty of negative one is assigned. The pseudocode for the implementation of 

De_Energize_M is shown in Figure 6. 19. 

Verb Name Algorithm to implement fitness rules 

De_Energize_M For 1: All Functions 

  If Verb = “De_En_M” 

  Then extract De_En_M_Index 

 

    For 1: All Flows 

 

      Locate Flows with En_M_Index as head node 

        If number of input Flows  1  

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

      Locate Flows with De_En_M_Index as tail node 

        If number of output Flows  2 

          Apply penalty score of 1 

        End 

 

     End 

 

    End 

    

  Add all penalty scores assigned 

 

End 

Figure 6. 19: Pseudocode implemented for modified De_Energize_M 
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6.3 Codification of Black Block Model Compliance Rules  

In addition to the verb rules and model level rules, the third set of rules that a function model 

has to abide by are the block box criteria rules. An example of a black box is shown in Figure 

6. 20. A black box is a function model at the highest level of abstraction. Only the input 

flows coming in to the black box from the environment and the output flows going from the 

black box and terminating at the environment are fixed. The block box part allows for any 

combination of topologies that can comply with the required inputs and outputs without 

violating any of the 53 rules described in the previous section. The process of forming 

function models that comply with the black box is called a decomposition of the function 

model. An example of a decomposed function model corresponding to the black box has 

been shown in Figure 6. 21. 

 

Figure 6. 20: A representation of a Black Box 
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Figure 6. 21: A funciton model suthesized from the black box shownin Figure 6. 20 

  

6.4 Verification of Black Box Model Compliance Criteria  

Since the rules capture the definitions of the verbs, a model will be consistent with the verb 

definitions only when it satisfies all the rules applicable to the verbs appearing in it. 

However, since the GA generates models by probabilistic mutations, a child model is subject 

to violating some of these rules. Evaluating each function of each child model in each 

generation of a GA against these rules and propagating the child that least violates them as 

the parent for the next generation ensures that the children that better comply with the verb 

definitions are favored by the GA. 

Consider the function model shown in Figure 6. 22 There is a violation of type change rules 

on the part by distribute function. Distribute function is not allowed to change flow types, 
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yet it does so on two instances, earning a score of negative two. Similarly, the Convert_E 

shown at the bottom of the function model accepts two inputs. This is a violation of the count 

rules, hence it earns a score of negative 1.  

 

Figure 6. 22: Verification of modified rules for fucntion verbs 

 

6.5 User Interface for the Modified GA 

This section describes the computer implementation of the algorithm. The program’s user 

interface shown in Figure 6. 23 and Figure 6. 24 is built on Microsoft ExcelTM, and the GA 

code is written in Visual Basic. The vocabulary of terms used in the GA are listed in the box 

titled “Gene Pool” at the top-left region of the figure. Note that this time around, the flows 

are not represented by a generic “f”, but instead have their own names. This is important 

because we are not just focused on topologies but also on the names of the flow in order to 

decompose the black box. The input variables of the GA are controlled by the cells at the 

top-left corner, which are shown separately in the figure. They include the model size 

(number of functions and flows), the mutation probability (shown as 1-in-n), the number of 

children per generation, the choice of using elitism, and two ways to terminate the loop: (1) 

upon exhaustion of a user-defined number of iterations and (2) upon reaching a user-defined 
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level of total penalty in the model owing to the fitness criteria. These two options are helpful 

for testing the program as they allow stopping the loop at intermittent levels, which permits 

inspecting the code’s behavior. In addition, the last variable (Size of the Verbs Vocabulary) 

allows selecting a subset of the total vocabulary to include in the GA.  Each function verb 

and each function noun can be individually selected depending on the vocabulary. The two 

green boxes are the parent and the mutation matrix of the current generation. The white 

blocks on the right store the child chromosomes, while the last column captures the penalty 

scores of each child. The plot in the mid-bottom region shows a summary of the evolution 

process against generation numbers as shown in Figure 6. 24. The black box shown on the 

top of the sheet is the black box that has to be decomposed. It is set before the execution of 

the algorithm starts and determined the types and number of input and output flows that a 

function model has to match. In addition, there is an enforce initial model. It sets the random 

parent seed to an enforce parent seed. All the functions in enforced parent seed are the first 

function verb selected in the function list. All the flows in the enforced parent seed are the 

first flow noun selected in the flow list. The flow topology for both incoming and outgoing 

is set to zero (i.e., environment). This is done so that all the test models start from a common 

and known starting point instead of a random seed. 
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Figure 6. 23: User interface for the Implementation of GA 

 

Figure 6. 24: Lower half of the user interface showing the convergence of the test being 

run 
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6.6 Summary of Test Results 

The idea behind testing the algorithm is to ensure that: 1.) function models can actually be 

synthesized from black box models, 2.) how does the algorithm respond to increase in 

Vocabulary and Noun (V, N) while all other variables remain the same, 3.) how does the 

algorithm respond to increase in the model size (F, f), all other variable remaining the same, 

4.) how is complexity impacting the algorithm, and 5.) can consistent but not anticipated 

models be generated? 

In order to answer these questions tests were devised wherein the vocabulary, the size or 

both vocabulary and size were varied. The algorithm was able to answer all the above 

research questions in the affirmative. The test results are summarized in the table shown in 

Figure 6. 25. As can be seen the input to the algorithm was the size of the function model, 

each output function model corresponds to this size. Also, the size of the vocabulary and 

which verbs and nouns go into it was fixed. This is displayed in the left column. Lastly, the 

black box was also an input to the algorithm. Hence the type of flows that go into the function 

model from the environment and out of the function model to the environment, are specified 

in the beginning and the final function models shown in the right column are in compliance 

with that. Five tests were conducted for each type of test. The generations to convergence is 

reported for all five tests, and a representative function model is drawn out. It must be noted 

that for the tests for 4f, a total of five converged function models were not achieved because 

the computing resources at hand put a limitation on the size of tests that could be run in an 

acceptable time frame. The computation was done on a machine with Intel ® Core ™ i7-

1065G7 CPU that runs at 1.3 – 1.5 GHz and the available RAM was 16 GB. 
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Name 

of the 

Test 

Input to 

Algorithm: 

Gene Pool 

{(Nouns), 

(Verbs)}  

Output from Algorithm 

2.a.i 

 

 

{(Convert_

E), (EE, 

ME)} 

 

 

 
 

Gc = {6, 5, 6,2, 10} 

 

2.a.ii 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate), 

(EE, ME)} 

 

 
 

 

 

Gc = {17, 23, 7, 4, 14} 

 

2.a.iii 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), EE, 

ME)} 

 
 

 

 

 

Gc = {13, 12, 10, 8, 10} 

2.a.iv 

{(Convert_

E), (EE, 

ME, ThE, 

ChE, AcE)} 
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Gc = {4, 17, 11, 11, 10} 

 

2.a.v 

{(Convert_

E), (EE, 

ME, ThE, 

EME, ChE, 

AcE, Solid, 

Liquid, 

Gas)} 

 

 

 
 

 

Gc = {5, 10, 11, 14, 11} 

 

2.a.vi 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), (EE, 

ME, ThE, 

EME, ChE, 

AcE, Solid, 

Liquid, 

Gas)} 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Gc = {20, 34, 38, 25, 31} 

 

2.b.i 
{(Convert_

E), (EE, 

ME, ThE)} 

 

Gc = {27,42, 53,69,35} 
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2.b.ii 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Energize_

M), (EE, 

ME, ThE)} 

 

Gc = {26, 83, 40, 44, 43} 

2.b.iii 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), (EE, 

ME, ThE)} 

 

Gc = {64, 74, 21, 69, 82} 

2.b.iv 

{(Convert_

E), (EE, 

ME, ThE, 

ChE, EME, 

AcE)} 

 

Gc = {75, 59, 36, 69, 58} 

2.b.v 

{(Convert_

E), (EE, 

ME, ThE, 

ChE, EME, 

AcE, Solid, 

Liquid, 

Gas)} 

 

Gc = {40, 55, 46, 29, 40} 

2.b.vi 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 
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Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), (EE, 

ME, ThE, 

ChE, EME, 

AcE, Solid, 

Liquid, 

Gas)} 

Gc = {75,59,26,69,58} 

2.c.i 

{(Distribute

), (EE)} 

 

Gc = {13, 8, 6, 30, 3} 

2.c.ii 

{(Distribute

, Couple, 

Separate, 

En_M), 

(EE)} 

 

Gc = {4, 5, 25, 13, 3} 

2.c.iii 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz
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e_M), 

(EE)} 

Gc = {106, 41, 40, 103, 82} 

2.c.iv 

{(Distribute

), (EE, ME, 

ChE, 

Liquid)} 

 

Gc = {25, 8, 33, 8, 5} 

2.c.v 

{(Distribute

), (EE, ME, 

ThE, EME, 

ChE, AcE,  

Solid, 

Liquid, 

Gas)} 

 

Gc = {14, 6, 5, 31, 8} 

2.c.vi 

 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), (EE, 

ME, ThE, 

ChE, EME, 

AcE, Solid, 

Liquid, 

Gas)} 
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 Gc = {1747, 8501, 240 1379, 105} 

 

 

4.d.1 – 

4.d.5 

{(Convert_

E, 

Energize_

M), (EE, 

ThE, 

Liquid)} 

 

 

Gc = {28, 353, 31, 42, 120} 

 

4.d.6 – 

4.d.10 

 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), (EE, 

ME, 

Liquid)} 

 

 

 

Gc = {754, 32, 332, 82, 407} 

4.e.1 – 

4.e.5 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute), 

(EE, ThE, 

ME)} 
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Gc = {358, 22, 87, 177, 845} 

4.e.6 – 

4.e.10 

{(Convert_

E, 

Distribute, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply, 

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), (EE, 

ME, ThE)} 

 

 

Gc = {2327, 376, 299, 1392, 87} 

4.f.1 -

4.f.5 

{(Distribute

, 

Convert_E, 

Energize_

M), (EE, 

ThE, ME, 

Gas)} 
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Gc = {14381, 30492, 88481} 

4.f.6 – 

4.f.10 

{(Distribute

, 

Convert_E, 

Couple, 

Separate, 

Mix, Store, 

Supply,  

Energize_

M, 

De_Energiz

e_M), (EE, 

ThE, ME, 

Gas)} 

 

 

Gc = {48905, 198819, 30720, 1615} 

 

Figure 6. 25: Summary of test results 

6.7 Observation and Discussion 

The descriptive statistics obtained from the testing in the previous section have been 

summarized as a Box and Whisker plot in Figure 6. 26. On the X axis is the complexity O, 

and on the y-axis is the generations to convergence. The data is plotted starting for test set 

2.a, all the way to 4.f. As can be seen with the increasing complexity O, the generations to 

convergence show an upward trend. The complexity O is equal to {VF. Nf. (F+1)2f}, where 

F is the number of functions in the function model, f is the number of flows in the function 

mode, V is the number of Verbs in the function model, and N is the number of nouns in the 

function model. For example, in the case of test set 2.b.i, it is specified at the time of initiating 

the algorithm that the number of function models in the output must be two, and the number 

of flows must be three. The vocabulary consists of one verb, (Convert_E), and three nouns 

(EE, ME, ThE). Hence the complexity O in this case would be {12. 33. (2+1)2.3}, which is 

19,683. This complexity metric was developed during the course of this research and its 
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validity is justified as follows. For a function model the verbs, numbering V can only be 

placed in function box, numbering F, so there are VF options. Similarly, the nouns can be 

placed in where the flows are. So, for a function model with N nouns and f flows, there are 

Nf options. As far as he topology of the function model goes, there are a total of F functions, 

and an environment (ENV), hence a total of (F+1) options are available and each of these 

(F+1) options must have two flows on either side, making it a total of (F+1)2f options for the 

topology. Hence an algorithm, this example being run for the 2.b.i test set, has a combination 

of these option spaces that it must explore in order arrive at the correct solution. Looking at 

these large option spaces, 2.b.i in this example, the efficacy of the GA can also be 

appreciated. It converges to a solution in an average of 45 generations, instead of having to 

go through all 19,683 options available to arrive at the acceptable solution.  
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Figure 6. 26: Box-Whisker plot showing the Complexity (O) v/s the Generations to 

Convergence (G) 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

This chapter summarizes the research questions posed and the answer to those research 

questions. It also briefly touches upon the research work done to answer those questions. In 

addition, the future work that will further compliment the cause of this research have also 

been discussed. 

7.1 Summary of Research Questions and Methods 

The first and foremost aim of this research was to ascertain whether function models can be 

automatically synthesized. To this end, a Genetic Algorithm (GA) was deemed to be the 

right tool to accomplish this. The primary challenge in accomplishing this was to adapt the 

function models to be adapted to be synthesized computationally by a GA. So, the GA and 

the function model has to be parameterized to ensure mutual compatibility. This was done 

in Chapter 3. In order to validate this approach, function models for five different consumer 

electromechanical devices were synthesized using this parameterization approach. While 

this approach proved to be successful, the downside was that the designer intent in the form 

of a function model had to be fed to the algorithm as an input. This designer intent was used 

to evaluate all the function models being produced and the algorithm would not converge 

until this exact designer intent was matched. This meant that the algorithm could not produce 

unique function models on its own. In order to overcome this, some a priori rules had to be 

defined such that the GA could use these rules to evaluate the function models it was 

producing. A total of 72 such rules were defined in Chapter 4. 

The rules were defined for a total of twelve function verbs and were defined such that they 

could evaluate the function models on the basis of their a) flow count, b) flow topology, and 

c) flow type, and d) model level rules. These rules were verified in Chapter 5. Test cases 
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were run on increasingly large function models in order to verify whether the flow count, 

flow topology, and model level rules were valid. These rules were applied to increasingly 

large function models. The criteria for convergence were that none of the rules could be 

violated. It was observed that the GA was able to produce varied function models both small 

and large. For the smaller function models limited vocabulary was used and for the larger 

one’s full vocabulary was used. It was also noted that the models being created were quite 

similar to the models of the products such as a hairdryer, thereby demonstrating the practical 

usability of the rules and also the synthesis of function models using a GA. The algorithmic 

complexity was noted to be quadratic in nature but also dependent on the size of the search 

space that the algorithm had to go through in order to produce a function model that would 

not violate any rules. It was found to be m x n2 where m is the number of flows in the model 

and n is the number of function verbs in the model. 

An important observation that was made here was the function models could still produce 

meaningful results without the use of function verbs like Import, Export, and Transfer. This 

observation was found quite useful in Chapter 6, where the gene pool was pruned of these 

function verbs. 

Finally, the last research question was whether the framework proposed up until this point 

can be used to synthesize a function model by decomposing a black box model. To this 

effect, the a priori rules were slightly modified to accommodate for the absence of Imports, 

Export and Transfer form the gene pool. In addition to the flow count, flow topology, flow 

type and model level rules, an additional criterion was imposed in the evaluation of the 

fitness of function models. It was found that for various shapes and sizes of function models, 

the algorithm was able to reliable and consistently produce function models that were useful 

solutions to the black box. In addition, a complexity criterion was developed to measure the 
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size of the search space that the GA has to cover in this case. The complexity criterion is, O 

= {VF. Nf .(F+1)2f}, where V is the number of verbs being used in the vocabulary, N is the 

number of nouns being used in the vocabulary, F is the number of function blocks in the 

function model, and f is the number of flows in function model. When the generations to 

convergence and the complexity metric were plotted it was found that with increasing 

complexity, the number of generations to convergence increased. 

In conclusion, all the research questions posed in this research were answered in the 

affirmative.  

  7.2 Future Work  

This works holds great significance in moving forward the state of the art of function model 

synthesis. While the work is complete in and of itself, the design community will benefit 

from carrying forward this work. The first and foremost extension of this work is to 

understand the novelty of the solutions being produced. In order to quantify the novelty of 

the solutions a set of metrics, either the pre-existing ones or new ones, must be formulated 

to effectively capture the solution novelty. In addition, quality metrics need to be formulated 

as well to measure the quality of the solutions created. Furthermore, a user study comparing 

the solutions from the GA to the one generated by the human designer would be beneficial 

to benchmark this algorithm and understand if it can be improved upon. Also, a collaborative 

study where human designers use the outputs from the GA as design prompts and create 

solutions on their own would be immensely beneficial. It would also be useful to translate 

this framework into other phases of the design phase like the embodiment design phase. That 

way, the design community can have a GA based tool that serves the designer right form the 

requirement elicitation phase to the prototyping phase. 
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Appendix 

A. Excel Code for Function Model Synthesis 

Sub CreateFirstParent() 
         
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
             
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        Cells(7, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Func_Vocab_Size), 
$B$7:$C$18,2)" 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        Cells(8, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Flow_Vocab_Size), 
$D$7:$E$15,2)" 
        Cells(9, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
        Cells(10, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
    Next i 
     
    Range("F19").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub CopyParentValues() 
 
    Range("G7:Z10").Copy 
    Range("G13").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
         
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
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    Range(Cells(19, 7), Cells(19, 7 + numFunc - 1)).Copy 
    Range("G25").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
     
    Range(Cells(20, 7), Cells(22, 7 + numFlow - 1)).Copy 
    Range("G26").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
     
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     
    Range("F19").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub CopyParentWithoutMutation() 
 
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
         
    Range("G13:Z16").Copy 
     
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        ActiveSheet.Paste Destination:=Range("ChildOrigin" & CStr(i)) 
    Next i 
     
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     
    Range("F19").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMutationToAChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
             
    ReDim mutation_row1(1 To numFunc) As Integer 
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    ReDim mutation_row2(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim mutation_row3(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim mutation_row4(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        mutation_row1(i) = Cells(25, 7 + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        mutation_row2(i) = Cells(26, 7 + i - 1).Value 
        mutation_row3(i) = Cells(27, 7 + i - 1).Value 
        mutation_row4(i) = Cells(28, 7 + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If mutation_row1(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = 
"=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Func_Vocab_Size), $B$7:$C$18,2)" 
        End If 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        If mutation_row2(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = 
"=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Flow_Vocab_Size), $D$7:$E$15,2)" 
        End If 
         
        If mutation_row3(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
        End If 
         
        If mutation_row4(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
        End If 
    Next i 
    
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub CopyChildrenValues() 
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    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
    Range(Cells(7, 28), Cells(7 + litterSize * 6 - 1, 28 + 
WorksheetFunction.Max(numFunc, numFlow) - 1)).Copy 
    Cells(7, 28).PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMutationToChildren() 
 
    CopyChildrenValues 
     
    Dim elitism As Integer 
    elitism = Range("elitism").Value 
     
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
    If elitism = 0 Then 
        Call ApplyMutationToAChild(7, 28) 
    End If 
     
    For i = 2 To litterSize 
        Call ApplyMutationToAChild(7 + 6 * i - 6, 28) 
    Next i 
     
    CopyChildrenValues 
     
    Range("F19").Select 
 
End Sub 
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Sub EnforeceAMissingVerbOnAChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer, 
VerbRow As Integer, VerbCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    Dim missingVerb As String 
    missingVerb = Cells(VerbRow, VerbCol).Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    Dim verbFound As Integer 
     
    verbFound = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        If verbs(i) = missingVerb Then 
            verbFound = 1 
            Exit For 
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    If verbFound = 0 Then 
        Dim verbChildIndex As Integer 
        verbChildIndex = Int(1 + Rnd * (numFunc - 1)) 
        ' MsgBox (verbChildIndex) 
        Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + verbChildIndex - 1).Value = missingVerb 
    End If 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub EnforceMissingVerbWhereNeeded() 
     
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
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    ' Enforce Import Where Missing 
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        Call EnforeceAMissingVerbOnAChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28, 7, 3) 
    Next i 
     
    ' Enforce Expot Where Missing 
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        Call EnforeceAMissingVerbOnAChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28, 8, 3) 
    Next i 
     
    Range("F19").Select 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyLogicRulesToAllChildren() 
 
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
     
 
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
     
        Call ApplyImportRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyExportRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyConvertERulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyTransferRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyDistributeRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyCoupleRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplySeparateRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyMixRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
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        Call ApplyStoreRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplySupplyRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyEnergizeMRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyDeEnergizeMRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyMODELRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
    Next i 
     
    Range("minPenalty").Value = WorksheetFunction.Min(Range(Cells(7, 49), Cells(7 
+ (litterSize - 1) * 6, 49))) 
     
'    Range("F19").Select 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub PromoteFittestChild() 
 
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
    Dim minPenalty As Integer 
    minPenalty = Range("minPenalty").Value 
     
    ReDim penalties(1 To litterSize) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        penalties(i) = Cells(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 49).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim minPenaltyInx As Integer 
    minPenaltyInx = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        If penalties(i) = minPenalty Then 
            minPenaltyInx = i 
            Exit For 
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        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Range(Cells((7 + (minPenaltyInx - 1) * 6), 28), Cells((10 + (minPenaltyInx - 1) * 6), 
47)).Copy 
    Range("parentorigin").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     
    Range("F19").Select 
         
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub RunGAinLoop() 
 
    Dim loopLength As Integer 
    loopLength = Range("looplength").Value 
     
    Dim exitCriteria As Integer 
    exitCrieria = Range("ExitCriteria").Value 
     
    Dim minPenalty As Integer 
    Dim maxPenalty As Integer 
    Dim avgPenalty As Double 
     
    Dim numIterationOfLastRun As Integer 
    numIterationOfLastRun = Range("IterationCounter").Value 
     
    ' CreateFirstParent 
     
    For i = 1 To loopLength 
         
        Range("IterationCounter").Value = numIterationOfLastRun + i 
         
        CopyParentValues 
        CopyParentWithoutMutation 
        ApplyMutationToChildren 
        ' EnforceMissingVerbWhereNeeded 
        ApplyLogicRulesToAllChildren 
        PromoteFittestChild 
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        ' Keep record of fittest children of each gen 
        ' in a table for visualization and plotting 
         
        minPenalty = Range("minPenalty").Value 
        maxPenalty = Range("maxPenalty").Value 
        avgPenalty = Range("avgPenalty").Value 
         
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 65).Value = numIterationOfLastRun + i 
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 66).Value = minPenalty 
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 67).Value = maxPenalty 
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 68).Value = avgPenalty 
         
        ' Message pop up for loop termination by convergence 
        If minPenalty <= exitCrieria Then 
            MsgBox ("Converged.") 
            Exit For 
        End If 
                 
    Next i 
     
    ' Message pop up for terminating by exhaustion 
    If i = loopLength + 1 Then 
        MsgBox ("Exhausted Loops.") 
    End If 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ClearGA() 
    Range("G7:Z10").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("G13:Z16").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("G25:Z28").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("AB7:AU124").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
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    Range("AY7:BK124").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("BM6:BP1048576,BM1:BP4").Select 
    Range("BM1").Activate 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("IterationCounter").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("minPenalty").Value = 50 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyImportRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    Dim ImportIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Import As Integer 
     
    penalty_Import = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
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    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Import" Then 
         
            ImportIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = ImportIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Import = penalty_Import + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = ImportIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Import = penalty_Import + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
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            ' Test for input flow must come from ENV 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = ImportIndex And origInx(j) <> 0 Then 
                    penalty_Import = penalty_Import + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = ImportIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Import = penalty_Import + 1 
                End If 
             
'                If origInx(j) = ImportIndex And destInx(j) = ImportIndex Then 
'                    penalty_Import = penalty_Import + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Import 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = ImportIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = ImportIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Import = penalty_Import + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
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    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 23).Value = penalty_Import 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyExportRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    Dim ExportIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Export As Integer 
     
    penalty_Export = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Export" Then 
         
            ExportIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
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            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = ExportIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Export = penalty_Export + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalty + 1, if not 
penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = ExportIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Export = penalty_Export + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to ENV 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = ExportIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Export = penalty_Export + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = ExportIndex And destInx(j) <> 0 Then 
                    penalty_Export = penalty_Export + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = ExportIndex And destInx(j) = ExportIndex Then 
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'                    penalty_Export = penalty_Export + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Export 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = ExportIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = ExportIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Export = penalty_Export + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 24).Value = penalty_Export 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyConvertERulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
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    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim ConvertEIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_convertE As Integer 
     
    penalty_convertE = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Convert_E" Then 
         
            ConvertEIndex = i 
             
            ' ============= Test for number of input flows ============= 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = ConvertEIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalty + 1, 
if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
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            ' ============= Test for number of output flows ============= 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = ConvertEIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty + 1, 
if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' ============= Test for input flow must come from model 
============= 
            ' ============= Test for output flow must go to model ============= 
            ' ============= Test for input and output flows must not loop in function 
============= 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = ConvertEIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = ConvertEIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = ConvertEIndex And destInx(j) = ConvertEIndex Then 
'                    penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' ============= Test for mandatory type change across Convert_E 
============= 
            ' ******* MUST ALSO CHECK FOR SUBTYPE E ONLY ******* 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
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' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = ConvertEIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = ConvertEIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType = outputType Then 
'                                penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 25).Value = penalty_convertE 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyTransferRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
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        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim TransferIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Transfer As Integer 
     
    penalty_Transfer = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Transfer_E" Then 
         
            TransferIndex = i 
             
            ' ============= Test for number of input flows ============= 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = TransferIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' ============= Test for number of output flows ============= 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = TransferIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
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            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty + 1, 
if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' ============= Test for input flow must come from model 
============= 
            ' ============= Test for output flow must go to model ============= 
            ' ============= Test for input and output flows must not loop in function 
============= 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = TransferIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = TransferIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = TransferIndex And destInx(j) = TransferIndex Then 
'                    penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' ============= Test for mandatory type change across Convert_E 
============= 
            ' ******* MUST ALSO CHECK FOR SUBTYPE E ONLY ******* 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = TransferIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = TransferIndex Then 
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'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType = outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 26).Value = penalty_Transfer 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyDistributeRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
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    Dim DistributeIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Distribute As Integer 
     
    penalty_Distribute = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Distribute" Then 
         
            DistributeIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = DistributeIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalty + 
1, if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = DistributeIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + Abs(numOutput - 2)  ' penalty + 
1, if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
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            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = DistributeIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = DistributeIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = DistributeIndex And destInx(j) = DistributeIndex Then 
'                    penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = DistributeIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = DistributeIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
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    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 27).Value = penalty_Distribute 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyCoupleRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim CoupleIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_couple As Integer 
     
    penalty_couple = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Couple" Then 
         
            CoupleIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
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            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = CoupleIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_couple = penalty_couple + Abs(numInput - 2)   ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = CoupleIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_couple = penalty_couple + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = CoupleIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_couple = penalty_couple + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = CoupleIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_couple = penalty_couple + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = CoupleIndex And destInx(j) = CoupleIndex Then 
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'                    penalty_couple = penalty_couple + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = CoupleIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = CoupleIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_couple = penalty_couple + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 28).Value = penalty_couple 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplySeparateRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
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    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim SeparateIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Separate As Integer 
     
    penalty_Separate = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Separate" Then 
         
            SeparateIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = SeparateIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalty + 1, 
if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
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            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = SeparateIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + Abs(numOutput - 2)  ' penalty + 
1, if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = SeparateIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = SeparateIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = SeparateIndex And destInx(j) = SeparateIndex Then 
'                    penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
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' 
'                If destInx(j) = SeparateIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = SeparateIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 29).Value = penalty_Separate 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMixRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
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    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim MixIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Mix As Integer 
     
    penalty_Mix = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Mix" Then 
         
            MixIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = MixIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + Abs(numInput - 2)   ' penalty + 1, if not 
penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = MixIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
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            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty + 1, if not 
penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = MixIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = MixIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = MixIndex And destInx(j) = MixIndex Then 
'                    penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = MixIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = MixIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
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' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 30).Value = penalty_Mix 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyStoreRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim StoreIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Store As Integer 
     
    penalty_Store = 0 
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    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Store" Then 
         
            StoreIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = StoreIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Store = penalty_Store + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalty + 1, if not 
penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = StoreIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 0 Then 
                penalty_Store = penalty_Store + Abs(numOutput - 0)  ' penalty + 1, if not 
penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = StoreIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Store = penalty_Store + 1 
                End If 
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                If origInx(j) = StoreIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Store = penalty_Store + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = StoreIndex And destInx(j) = StoreIndex Then 
'                    penalty_Store = penalty_Store + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = StoreIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = StoreIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Store = penalty_Store + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 31).Value = penalty_Store 
 
End Sub 
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Sub ApplySupplyRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim SupplyIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Supply As Integer 
     
    penalty_Supply = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Supply" Then 
         
            SupplyIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = SupplyIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
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            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 0 Then 
                penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + Abs(numInput - 0)   ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = SupplyIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty + 1, if 
not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = SupplyIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = SupplyIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = SupplyIndex And destInx(j) = SupplyIndex Then 
'                    penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
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'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = SupplyIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = SupplyIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 32).Value = penalty_Supply 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyEnergizeMRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
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    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim EnergizeMIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_EnergizeM As Integer 
     
    penalty_EnergizeM = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "En_M" Then 
         
            EnergizeMIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = EnergizeMIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + Abs(numInput - 2)   ' penalty + 
1, if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
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                If origInx(j) = EnergizeMIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalty 
+ 1, if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And destInx(j) = EnergizeMIndex Then 
'                    penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = EnergizeMIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = EnergizeMIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
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'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 33).Value = penalty_EnergizeM 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyDeEnergizeMRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
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    Dim DeEnergizeMIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_DeEnergizeM As Integer 
     
    penalty_DeEnergizeM = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "DeEn_M" Then 
         
            DeEnergizeMIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' 
penalty + 1, if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If origInx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + Abs(numOutput - 2)  ' 
penalty + 1, if not penalizing for multiple offenses 
            End If 
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
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            ' Test for input and output flows must not loop in the same function 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destInx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And origInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If origInx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And destInx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
                End If 
                     
'                If origInx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And destInx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex 
Then 
'                    penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
'                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Test for no type change across Disribute 
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
' 
'                Dim outputType As String 
'                Dim inputType As String 
' 
'                outputType = "" 
'                inputType = "" 
' 
'                If destInx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex Then 
'                    inputType = flows(j) 
' 
'                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
'                        If origInx(k) = DeEnergizeMIndex Then 
'                            outputType = flows(k) 
'                            If inputType <> outputType Then 
'                                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
'                            End If 
'                        End If 
'                    Next k 
' 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
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    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 34).Value = penalty_DeEnergizeM 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMODELRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim origInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destInx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    Dim penalty_MODEL As Integer 
    penalty_MODEL = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        origInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destInx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
         
        ' Penalizing the model for one-node loops 
        If origInx(i) = destInx(i) Then 
            penalty_MODEL = penalty_MODEL + 1 
        End If 
         
        ' Penalizing the model for two-node loops 
        For j = 1 To numFlow 
            If i <> j And origInx(i) = destInx(j) And origInx(j) = destInx(i) Then 
                penalty_MODEL = penalty_MODEL + 1 
            End If 
        Next j 
         
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 35).Value = penalty_MODEL 
 
End Sub 
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B. Excel Code for Black Box Decomposition 

Sub CreateFirstParent() 
         
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
             
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        Cells(7, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Func_Vocab_Size), 
$B$7:$C$15,2)" 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        Cells(8, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Flow_Vocab_Size), 
$D$7:$E$15,2)" 
        Cells(9, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
        Cells(10, 7 + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
    Next i 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub CopyParentValues() 
 
    Range("G7:Z10").Copy 
    Range("G13").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
         
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
             
    Range(Cells(19, 7), Cells(19, 7 + numFunc - 1)).Copy 
    Range("G25").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
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    Range(Cells(20, 7), Cells(22, 7 + numFlow - 1)).Copy 
    Range("G26").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
     
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub CopyParentWithoutMutation() 
 
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
         
    Range("G13:Z16").Copy 
     
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        ActiveSheet.Paste Destination:=Range("ChildOrigin" & CStr(i)) 
    Next i 
     
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMutationToAChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
             
    ReDim mutation_row1(1 To numFunc) As Integer 
    ReDim mutation_row2(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim mutation_row3(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim mutation_row4(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
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    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        mutation_row1(i) = Cells(25, 7 + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        mutation_row2(i) = Cells(26, 7 + i - 1).Value 
        mutation_row3(i) = Cells(27, 7 + i - 1).Value 
        mutation_row4(i) = Cells(28, 7 + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If mutation_row1(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = 
"=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Func_Vocab_Size), $B$7:$C$15,2)" 
        End If 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        If mutation_row2(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = 
"=VLOOKUP(RANDBETWEEN(1,Flow_Vocab_Size), $D$7:$E$15,2)" 
        End If 
         
        If mutation_row3(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
        End If 
         
        If mutation_row4(i) = 1 Then 
            Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value = "=RANDBETWEEN(0,numFunc)" 
        End If 
    Next i 
    
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub CopyChildrenValues() 
 
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
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    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
    Range(Cells(7, 28), Cells(7 + litterSize * 6 - 1, 28 + 
WorksheetFunction.Max(numFunc, numFlow) - 1)).Copy 
    Cells(7, 28).PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMutationToChildren() 
 
    CopyChildrenValues 
     
    Dim elitism As Integer 
    elitism = Range("elitism").Value 
     
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
    If elitism = 0 Then 
        Call ApplyMutationToAChild(7, 28) 
    End If 
     
    For i = 2 To litterSize 
        Call ApplyMutationToAChild(7 + 6 * i - 6, 28) 
    Next i 
     
    CopyChildrenValues 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
 
End Sub 
 
 
Sub ApplyLogicRulesToAllChildren() 
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    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
     
 
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
     
        'Call ApplyImportRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        'Call ApplyExportRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyConvertERulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        ' Call ApplyTransferRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyDistributeRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyCoupleRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplySeparateRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyMixRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyStoreRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplySupplyRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyEnergizeMRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
 
        Call ApplyDeEnergizeMRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
     
        Call ApplyMODELRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
         
        If Range("IncludeBBFitness?").Value = 1 Then 
            Call ApplyBLACKBOXRulesToChild(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 28) 
        End If 
     
    Next i 
     
    Range("minPenalty").Value = WorksheetFunction.Min(Range(Cells(7, 49), Cells(7 
+ (litterSize - 1) * 6, 49))) 
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    Range("A1").Select 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub PromoteFittestChild() 
 
    Dim litterSize As Integer 
    litterSize = Range("LitterSize").Value 
     
    Dim minPenalty As Integer 
    minPenalty = Range("minPenalty").Value 
     
    ReDim penalties(1 To litterSize) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        penalties(i) = Cells(7 + (i - 1) * 6, 49).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim minPenaltyInx As Integer 
    minPenaltyInx = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To litterSize 
        If penalties(i) = minPenalty Then 
            minPenaltyInx = i 
            Exit For 
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Range(Cells((7 + (minPenaltyInx - 1) * 6), 28), Cells((10 + (minPenaltyInx - 1) * 6), 
47)).Copy 
    Range("parentorigin").PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
         
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub RunGAinLoop() 
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    If Range("G7").Value = "" Then 
        MsgBox ("Please create the initial parent, then click this button again.") 
        Exit Sub 
    End If 
 
    Dim StartTime As Double 
    Dim SecondsElapsed As Double 
    StartTime = Timer 
     
     
    Application.ScreenUpdating = False 
     
     
    Dim loopLength As Long 
    loopLength = Range("looplength").Value 
     
    Dim exitCriteria As Integer 
    exitCrieria = Range("ExitCriteria").Value 
     
    Dim minPenalty As Integer 
    Dim maxPenalty As Integer 
    Dim avgPenalty As Double 
     
    Dim numIterationOfLastRun As Long 
    numIterationOfLastRun = Range("IterationCounter").Value 
     
    For i = 1 To loopLength 
         
        Range("IterationCounter").Value = Range("IterationCounter").Value + 1 
         
        CopyParentValues 
        CopyParentWithoutMutation 
        ApplyMutationToChildren 
        ApplyLogicRulesToAllChildren 
        PromoteFittestChild 
         
        ' Keep record of fittest children of each gen 
        ' in a table for visualization and plotting 
         
        minPenalty = Range("minPenalty").Value 
        maxPenalty = Range("maxPenalty").Value 
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        avgPenalty = Range("avgPenalty").Value 
         
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 65).Value = numIterationOfLastRun + i 
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 66).Value = minPenalty 
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 67).Value = maxPenalty 
        Cells(numIterationOfLastRun + 7 + i - 1, 68).Value = avgPenalty 
         
        ' Message pop up for loop termination by convergence 
        If minPenalty <= exitCrieria Then 
            SecondsElapsed = Round(Timer - StartTime, 2) 
            Range("SecondsElapsed").Value = Range("SecondsElapsed").Value + 
SecondsElapsed 
            MsgBox ("Converged in " & i & " generations, in " & SecondsElapsed & " 
sec."), vbInformation 
            Exit For 
        End If 
                 
    Next i 
     
    ' Message pop up for terminating by exhaustion 
    If i = loopLength + 1 Then 
        SecondsElapsed = Round(Timer - StartTime, 2) 
        Range("SecondsElapsed").Value = Range("SecondsElapsed").Value + 
SecondsElapsed 
        MsgBox ("Exhausted " & loopLength & " generations in " & SecondsElapsed & 
" sec."), vbInformation 
    End If 
     
     
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ClearGA() 
    Range("G7:Z10").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("G13:Z16").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("G25:Z28").Select 
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    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("AB7:AU124").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("AY7:BL124").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("BM6:BP1048576,BM1:BP4").Select 
    Range("BM1").Activate 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("IterationCounter").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("SecondsElapsed").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("minPenalty").Value = 50 
     
    Range("G31:Z34").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyImportRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
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    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    Dim ImportIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Import As Integer 
     
    penalty_Import = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Import" Then 
         
            ImportIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ImportIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Import = penalty_Import + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
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            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = ImportIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Import = penalty_Import + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from ENV 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ImportIndex And originx(j) <> 0 Then 
                    penalty_Import = penalty_Import + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If originx(j) = ImportIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Import = penalty_Import + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
                         
            ' Test for no type change across Import 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ImportIndex Then 
                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
                        If originx(k) = ImportIndex And flows(j) <> flows(k) Then 
                            penalty_Import = penalty_Import + 1 
                        End If 
                    Next k 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
         
        End If 
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    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 23).Value = penalty_Import 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyExportRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    Dim ExportIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Export As Integer 
     
    penalty_Export = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Export" Then 
         
            ExportIndex = i 
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
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            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ExportIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Export = penalty_Export + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = ExportIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Export = penalty_Export + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to ENV 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ExportIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
                    penalty_Export = penalty_Export + 1 
                End If 
                 
                If originx(j) = ExportIndex And destinx(j) <> 0 Then 
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                    penalty_Export = penalty_Export + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
             
            ' Test for no type change across Export 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ExportIndex Then 
                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
                        If originx(k) = ExportIndex And flows(j) <> flows(k) Then 
                            penalty_Export = penalty_Export + 1 
                        End If 
                    Next k 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 24).Value = penalty_Export 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyConvertERulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
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    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim ConvertEIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_convertE As Integer 
     
    penalty_convertE = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Convert_E" Then 
         
            ConvertEIndex = i 
             
            ' ============= Test for number of input flows ============= 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ConvertEIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' ============= Test for number of output flows ============= 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = ConvertEIndex Then 
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                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalizing 
1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' ============= Test for input flow must come from model 
============= 
            ' ============= Test for output flow must go to model ============= 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = ConvertEIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = ConvertEIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
             
            ' ============= Test for mandatory type change across Convert_E 
============= 
            ' ******* MUST ALSO CHECK FOR SUBTYPE E ONLY ******* 
             
            ' Penalizing for choosing flows from the materials vocabulary (Convert_E 
processes Energy only) 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If (destinx(j) = ConvertEIndex Or originx(j) = ConvertEIndex) And (flows(j) 
= "Sol" Or flows(j) = "Liq" Or flows(j) = "Gas") Then 
                        penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Penalizing for not changing the flow type (regardless of vocabulary) 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = ConvertEIndex Then 
                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
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                        If originx(k) = ConvertEIndex And flows(j) = flows(k) Then 
                            penalty_convertE = penalty_convertE + 1 
                        End If 
                    Next k 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 25).Value = penalty_convertE 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyTransferRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim TransferIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Transfer As Integer 
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    penalty_Transfer = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Transfer_E" Then 
         
            TransferIndex = i 
             
             
            ' ============= Test for number of input flows ============= 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = TransferIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' ============= Test for number of output flows ============= 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = TransferIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
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            ' ============= Test for input flow must come from model 
============= 
            ' ============= Test for output flow must go to model ============= 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = TransferIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = TransferIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
            ' ============= Test for mandatory type change across Transfer_E 
============= 
            ' ******* MUST ALSO CHECK FOR SUBTYPE E ONLY ******* 
             
            ' Penalizing for choosing flows from the materials vocabulary (Tranfer_E 
processes Energy only) 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If (destinx(j) = TransferIndex Or originx(j) = TransferIndex) And (flows(j) = 
"Sol" Or flows(j) = "Liq" Or flows(j) = "Gas") Then 
                        penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            ' Penalizing for changing the flow type (regardless of vocabulary) 
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = TransferIndex Then 
                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
                        If originx(k) = TransferIndex And flows(j) <> flows(k) Then 
                            penalty_Transfer = penalty_Transfer + 1 
                        End If 
                    Next k 
                End If 
            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
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    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 26).Value = penalty_Transfer 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyDistributeRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim DistributeIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Distribute As Integer 
     
    penalty_Distribute = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Distribute" Then 
         
            DistributeIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
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            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = DistributeIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalizing 
1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = DistributeIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + Abs(numOutput - 2)  ' 
penalizing 1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = DistributeIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = DistributeIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
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'                    penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
             
            ' Test for no type change across Distribute 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = DistributeIndex Then 
                    For k = 1 To numFlow 
                        If originx(k) = DistributeIndex And flows(j) <> flows(k) Then 
                            penalty_Distribute = penalty_Distribute + 1 
                        End If 
                    Next k 
                End If 
            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 27).Value = penalty_Distribute 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyCoupleRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
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    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim CoupleIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_couple As Integer 
     
    penalty_couple = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Couple" Then 
         
            CoupleIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = CoupleIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_couple = penalty_couple + Abs(numInput - 2)   ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
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                If originx(j) = CoupleIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_couple = penalty_couple + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = CoupleIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_couple = penalty_couple + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = CoupleIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_couple = penalty_couple + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
             
            ' Couple operates only on material - energy should be penalized 
            ' All input and output flows must be only material subtypes 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If (destinx(j) = CoupleIndex Or originx(j) = CoupleIndex) And (flows(j) <> 
"Sol" And flows(j) <> "Liq" And flows(j) <> "Gas") Then 
                        penalty_couple = penalty_couple + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 28).Value = penalty_couple 
 
End Sub 
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Sub ApplySeparateRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim SeparateIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Separate As Integer 
     
    penalty_Separate = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Separate" Then 
         
            SeparateIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
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            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = SeparateIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = SeparateIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + Abs(numOutput - 2)  ' penalizing 
1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = SeparateIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = SeparateIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
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            ' Separate operates only on material - energy should be penalized 
            ' All input and output flows must be only material subtypes 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If (destinx(j) = SeparateIndex Or originx(j) = SeparateIndex) And (flows(j) 
<> "Sol" And flows(j) <> "Liq" And flows(j) <> "Gas") Then 
                        penalty_Separate = penalty_Separate + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 29).Value = penalty_Separate 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMixRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
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    Dim MixIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Mix As Integer 
     
    penalty_Mix = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Mix" Then 
         
            MixIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = MixIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + Abs(numInput - 2)   ' penalizing 1 point for 
each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = MixIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
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                penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalizing 1 point for 
each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = MixIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = MixIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
            ' Mix operates only on material - energy should be penalized 
            ' All input and output flows must be only material subtypes 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If (destinx(j) = MixIndex Or originx(j) = MixIndex) And (flows(j) <> "Sol" 
And flows(j) <> "Liq" And flows(j) <> "Gas") Then 
                        penalty_Mix = penalty_Mix + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 30).Value = penalty_Mix 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyStoreRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
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    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim StoreIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Store As Integer 
     
    penalty_Store = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Store" Then 
         
            StoreIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = StoreIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
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                penalty_Store = penalty_Store + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' penalizing 1 point 
for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = StoreIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 0 Then 
                penalty_Store = penalty_Store + Abs(numOutput - 0)  ' penalizing 1 point 
for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = StoreIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Store = penalty_Store + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = StoreIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Store = penalty_Store + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
             
            ' Store has no type rules.  Any M or E can be stored. 
             
         
        End If 
    Next i 
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    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 31).Value = penalty_Store 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplySupplyRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim SupplyIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_Supply As Integer 
     
    penalty_Supply = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "Supply" Then 
         
            SupplyIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
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            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = SupplyIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 0 Then 
                penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + Abs(numInput - 0)   ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = SupplyIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' penalizing 1 
point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = SupplyIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = SupplyIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_Supply = penalty_Supply + 1 
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'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
             
            ' Supply has no type rules.  Any M or E can be stored. 
             
             
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 32).Value = penalty_Supply 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyEnergizeMRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim EnergizeMIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_EnergizeM As Integer 
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    penalty_EnergizeM = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "En_M" Then 
         
            EnergizeMIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = EnergizeMIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + Abs(numInput - 2)   ' 
penalizing 1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = EnergizeMIndex Then 
                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + Abs(numOutput - 1)  ' 
penalizing 1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
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            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
             
            ' Type checks for En_M 
            ' Input: Must have at least one E subtype and at least one M subype, 
regardless of the total input flow count 
            ' Output: Must have only M subtypes, regardless of the total flow count 
             
            Dim input_M_Found As Integer 
            Dim input_E_found As Integer 
            Dim output_E_found As Integer 
                         
            input_M_Found = 0 
            input_E_found = 0 
            output_E_found = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And (flows(j) = "EE" Or flows(j) = "ME" Or 
flows(j) = "ThE" Or flows(j) = "ChE" Or flows(j) = "AcE" Or flows(j) = "EME") Then 
                    input_E_found = 1 
                End If 
                 
                If destinx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And (flows(j) = "Sol" Or flows(j) = "Liq" Or 
flows(j) = "Gas") Then 
                    input_M_Found = 1 
                End If 
                     
                If originx(j) = EnergizeMIndex And (flows(j) = "EE" Or flows(j) = "ME" Or 
flows(j) = "ThE" Or flows(j) = "ChE" Or flows(j) = "AcE" Or flows(j) = "EME") Then 
                    output_E_found = 1 
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                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If input_M_Found = 0 Then 
                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
            End If 
             
            If input_E_found = 0 Then 
                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
            End If 
             
            If output_E_found = 1 Then 
                penalty_EnergizeM = penalty_EnergizeM + 1 
            End If 
             
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 33).Value = penalty_EnergizeM 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyDeEnergizeMRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
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    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
    Dim DeEnergizeMIndex As Integer 
    Dim penalty_DeEnergizeM As Integer 
     
    penalty_DeEnergizeM = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        If verbs(i) = "DeEn_M" Then 
         
            DeEnergizeMIndex = i 
             
             
            ' Test for number of input flows 
             
            Dim numInput As Integer 
            numInput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex Then 
                numInput = numInput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numInput <> 1 Then 
                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + Abs(numInput - 1)   ' 
penalizing 1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for number of output flows 
             
            Dim numOutput As Integer 
            numOutput = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If originx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex Then 
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                numOutput = numOutput + 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If numOutput <> 2 Then 
                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + Abs(numOutput - 2)  ' 
penalizing 1 point for each flow that is extra or missing 
            End If 
             
             
            ' Test for input flow must come from model 
            ' Test for output flow must go to model 
             
'            For j = 1 To numFlow 
'                If destinx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And originx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
'                End If 
' 
'                If originx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And destinx(j) = 0 Then 
'                    penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
'                End If 
'            Next j 
             
         
            ' Type checks for DeEn_M 
            ' Input: Must have only M subtypes, regardless of the total flow count 
            ' Outpput: Must have at least one E subtype and at least one M subype, 
regardless of the total input flow count 
             
            Dim input_E_found As Integer 
            Dim output_M_Found As Integer 
            Dim output_E_found As Integer 
                         
            input_E_found = 0 
            output_M_Found = 0 
            output_E_found = 0 
             
            For j = 1 To numFlow 
                If destinx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And (flows(j) = "EE" Or flows(j) = "ME" 
Or flows(j) = "ThE" Or flows(j) = "ChE" Or flows(j) = "AcE" Or flows(j) = "EME") 
Then 
                    input_E_found = 1 
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                End If 
                 
                If originx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And (flows(j) = "Sol" Or flows(j) = "Liq" 
Or flows(j) = "Gas") Then 
                    output_M_Found = 1 
                End If 
                     
                If originx(j) = DeEnergizeMIndex And (flows(j) = "EE" Or flows(j) = "ME" Or 
flows(j) = "ThE" Or flows(j) = "ChE" Or flows(j) = "AcE" Or flows(j) = "EME") Then 
                    output_E_found = 1 
                End If 
            Next j 
             
            If input_E_found = 1 Then 
                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
            End If 
             
            If output_M_Found = 0 Then 
                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
            End If 
             
            If output_E_found = 0 Then 
                penalty_DeEnergizeM = penalty_DeEnergizeM + 1 
            End If 
         
        End If 
    Next i 
     
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 34).Value = penalty_DeEnergizeM 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyMODELRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
     
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
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    Dim penalty_MODEL As Integer 
    penalty_MODEL = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
         
        ' Penalizing the model for flows dangling on both ends (looping with ENV) 
        If originx(i) = 0 And destinx(i) = 0 Then 
            penalty_MODEL = penalty_MODEL + 1 
        End If 
         
        ' Penalizing the model for one-node loops 
        If originx(i) <> 0 And originx(i) = destinx(i) Then 
            penalty_MODEL = penalty_MODEL + 1 
        End If 
         
        ' Penalizing the model for two-node loops 
        For j = 1 To numFlow 
            If i <> j And originx(i) <> 0 And destinx(i) <> 0 And originx(j) <> 0 And 
destinx(j) <> 0 And originx(i) = destinx(j) And originx(j) = destinx(i) Then 
                penalty_MODEL = penalty_MODEL + 1 
            End If 
        Next j 
         
    Next i 
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 35).Value = penalty_MODEL 
 
End Sub 
 
 
 
 
Sub ApplyBLACKBOXRulesToChild(ChildRow As Integer, ChildCol As Integer) 
     
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numflow").Value 
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    ReDim verbs(1 To numFunc) As String 
    ReDim flows(1 To numFlow) As String 
    ReDim originx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
    ReDim destinx(1 To numFlow) As Integer 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        verbs(i) = Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        flows(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 1, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        originx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 2, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
        destinx(i) = Cells(ChildRow + 3, ChildCol + i - 1).Value 
    Next i 
     
     
     
    Dim numBBInput As Integer 
    Dim numBBOutput As Integer 
     
    numBBInput = 0 
    numBBOutput = 0 
     
     
    For i = 1 To 5 
        If Cells(i, 17).Value <> "" Then            ' Q1 through Q5 
            numBBInput = numBBInput + 1 
        End If 
             
        If Cells(i, 24).Value <> "" Then 
            numBBOutput = numBBOutput + 1           ' X1 through X5 
        End If 
             
    Next i 
     
             
     
    ReDim BBinputflows(1 To numBBInput) As String 
    ReDim BBoutputflows(1 To numBBOutput) As String 
     
    For i = 1 To numBBInput 
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        BBinputflows(i) = Cells(i, 17).Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numBBOutput 
        BBoutputflows(i) = Cells(i, 24).Value 
    Next i 
     
     
     
    Dim numChildInput As Integer 
    Dim numChildOutput As Integer 
     
    numChildInput = 0 
    numChildOutput = 0 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        If originx(i) = 0 Then 
            numChildInput = numChildInput + 1 
        End If 
         
        If destinx(i) = 0 Then 
            numChildOutput = numChildOutput + 1 
        End If 
    Next i 
     
 
     
    Dim penaltyINPUT As Integer 
    Dim penaltyOUTPUT As Integer 
     
    penaltyINPUT = numBBInput + numChildInput 
    penaltyOUTPUT = numBBOutput + numChildOutput 
     
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        If originx(i) = 0 Then 
            For j = 1 To numBBInput 
                If flows(i) = BBinputflows(j) Then 
                    penaltyINPUT = penaltyINPUT - 1 
                    Exit For 
                End If 
            Next j 
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        End If 
    Next i 
 
 
    For i = 1 To numBBInput 
        For j = 1 To numFlow 
            If originx(j) = 0 And BBinputflows(i) = flows(j) Then 
                penaltyINPUT = penaltyINPUT - 1 
                Exit For 
            End If 
        Next j 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        If destinx(i) = 0 Then 
            For j = 1 To numBBOutput 
                If flows(i) = BBoutputflows(j) Then 
                    penaltyOUTPUT = penaltyOUTPUT - 1 
                    Exit For 
                End If 
            Next j 
        End If 
    Next i 
 
    For i = 1 To numBBOutput 
        For j = 1 To numFlow 
            If destinx(j) = 0 And BBoutputflows(i) = flows(j) Then 
                penaltyOUTPUT = penaltyOUTPUT - 1 
                Exit For 
            End If 
        Next j 
    Next i 
     
     
    Cells(ChildRow, ChildCol + 36).Value = penaltyINPUT + penaltyOUTPUT 
 
 
End Sub 
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Sub EnforceInitialModel() 
 
    Dim numFunc As Integer 
    Dim numFlow As Integer 
     
    numFunc = Range("NumFunc").Value 
    numFlow = Range("numFlow").Value 
     
    For i = 1 To numFunc 
        Cells(31, 7 + i - 1).Value = Range("C7").Value 
    Next i 
     
    For i = 1 To numFlow 
        Cells(32, 7 + i - 1).Value = Range("E7").Value 
        Cells(33, 7 + i - 1).Value = 0 
        Cells(34, 7 + i - 1).Value = 0 
    Next i 
     
' 
    Range("G31:Z34").Select 
    Selection.Copy 
    Range("G7").Select 
    Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _ 
        :=False, Transpose:=False 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
     
    Range("A1").Select 
     
End Sub 
 
 
Sub IncludeAllVerbsInWorkingVocabulary() 
' 
' IncludeAllVerbsInWorkingVocabulary Macro 
' 
 
' 
    Range("C36:C44").Select 
    Selection.Copy 
    Range("C7").Select 
    Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _ 
        :=False, Transpose:=False 
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    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
    Range("A1").Select 
End Sub 
Sub IncludeAllNounsInWorkingVocabulary() 
' 
' IncludeAllNounsInWorkingVocabulary Macro 
' 
 
' 
    Range("D36:D44").Select 
    Selection.Copy 
    Range("E7").Select 
    Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _ 
        :=False, Transpose:=False 
    Application.CutCopyMode = False 
    Range("A1").Select 
End Sub 
Sub ClearAllVFromWorkingVocabulary() 
' 
' ClearAllVFromWorkingVocabulary Macro 
' 
 
' 
    Range("C7:C15").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
    Range("A1").Select 
End Sub 
Sub ClearAllNFromWorkingVocabulary() 
' 
' ClearAllNFromWorkingVocabulary Macro 
' 
 
' 
    Range("E7:E15").Select 
    Selection.ClearContents 
    Range("A1").Select 
End Sub 
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c. Matlab R2020a code for initial proof of concept 

%**--** the "functional basis" for this script is as follows **--** 
function_verbs = ["Import" "Export" "Convert" "Branch" "Transfer" "En_M" 
"De_En_M"]; 
flow_nouns = ["Solid" "Liquid" "Gas" "MechE" "ThE" "ChE" "AcE" "EmE" "EE"]; 
flow_asn = [0;1;2;3;4;5;6;7]; 
  
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
%-_-_-_-_-_- Function for Comparison -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  
Comparison_FctnBlock_labels = ["Import" "En_M" "Export" "Import" "Branch" 
"Convert" "Convert"]; 
IN = [0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 4, 5, 6, 7, 5]'; 
OUT = [1, 2, 3, 0, 4, 5, 6, 2, 2, 7]'; 
Comparison_Assign_Flows = horzcat(IN,OUT); 
Comparison_Flow_Names = ["Gas" "Gas" "Gas" "Gas" "EE" "EE" "EE" "MechE" 
"ThE" "ChE"]; 
  
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
%_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- FUNCTION BLOCKS _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  
%randomly generate the number of function blocks 
Parameter_NumFctnBlock = 7; 
%----populate the randomly generated function blocks with funciton verbs---  
%randomly select a total # for Paramater_NumFctnBlock numbers from 1 - 7 
R = randi(7,1,Parameter_NumFctnBlock, 'int8');  
%VLOOKUP :map these numbers to corresponding function verbs 
Fcnblk_lbls = zeros(1,Parameter_NumFctnBlock); 
FctnBlock_labels = string(Fcnblk_lbls); 
for i =  1:Parameter_NumFctnBlock 
    vlookup = R(1,i); 
    FctnBlock_labels(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
end 
  
Environment = ["Env"]; 
% FctnBlock_labels = horzcat(Environment,FctnBlock_labels); 
% FctnBlock_labels = horzcat(FctnBlock_labels, Environment); 
  
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
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%-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_  F L O W S _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  
%find the number of flows. for a single chain, the number of flows is n+1, 
%where n is the number of function blocks 
Parameter_NumFlow = 10; 
% randomly generate the number of INPUTS for each function block 
Parameter_Flows = zeros(1,Parameter_NumFlow); 
Flow_Names = string(Parameter_Flows); 
%VLOOKUP :map these numbers to corresponding flow nouns 
for k =  1:Parameter_NumFlow 
    vlookup_flow = randi([1 9]); 
    Flow_Names(1,k) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup_flow); 
end 
  
%-- Flow Assignment Matrix -- 
  
% Assign_Flows = zeros(Parameter_NumFlow,2); 
%  
% for i_flow = 1:Parameter_NumFlow 
%     Assign_Flows(i_flow,1) = i_flow - 1; 
% end 
% for i_flow2 = 1:(Parameter_NumFlow -1) 
%     Assign_Flows(i_flow2,2) = i_flow2; 
% end 
  
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
%_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- FLOW ASGNMT _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
  
OffSp_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
OffSp_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
    for ii = 1:10 
        r1 = randi([0,7]); 
        OffSp_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1; 
    end 
     
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2 = randi([0,7]); 
        OffSp_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2; 
    end 
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%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++ 
%-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ Five offsprings of the Chromosome  _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++ 
  
%Offspring 1 
  
Of1_Functions = zeros(1,7); 
Of1_Flows = zeros(1,10); 
Of1_Functions = string(Of1_Functions); 
Of1_Flows = string(Of1_Flows); 
  
  
for i=1:7 
 Of1_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of1_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Of1_Functions(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
else 
 Of1_Functions(1,i) = FctnBlock_labels(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
  
for i=1:10 
Of1_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of1_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Of1_Flows(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
else 
Of1_Flows(1,i) =  Flow_Names(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
Of1_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Of1_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
    for ii = 1:10 
        r1_1 = randi([0,7]); 
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        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of1_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_1; 
        else 
             Of1_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlin(ii,1); 
        end 
    end 
     
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_1 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of1_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_1; 
        else 
             Of1_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlout(kk,1); 
        end 
    end 
  
Of1_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Of1_AsgnFlin, Of1_AsgnFlout); 
  
score_Of1_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Of1_Functions(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    score_Of1_fctn =  score_Of1_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score_Of1_flow = 0; %score flows 
  
for k = 1:10 
   if  Of1_Flows(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    score_Of1_flow =  score_Of1_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score1 = 0; %score flow assignments 
for k = 1:10 
   if   Of1_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
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    score1 =  score1 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
   if   Of1_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    score1 =  score1 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
  
score_Of1 = score_Of1_fctn + score_Of1_flow + score1; %total score 
  
%Offspring 2 
  
Of2_Functions = FctnBlock_labels; 
Of2_Flows = Flow_Names; 
Of2_Functions = string(Of2_Functions); 
Of2_Flows = string(Of2_Flows); 
  
for i=1:7 
 Of2_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of2_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Of2_Functions(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
else 
 Of2_Functions(1,i) = FctnBlock_labels(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
  
for i=1:10 
Of2_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of2_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Of2_Flows(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
else 
Of2_Flows(1,i) =  Flow_Names(1,i); 
    end 
end 
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Of2_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Of2_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
 for ii = 1:10 
        r1_2 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of2_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_2; 
        else 
             Of2_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlin(ii,1); 
        end 
 end 
     
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_2 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of2_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_2; 
        else 
             Of2_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlout(kk,1); 
        end 
    end 
  
Of2_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Of2_AsgnFlin, Of2_AsgnFlout); 
  
score_Of2_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Of2_Functions(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    score_Of2_fctn =  score_Of2_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score_Of2_flow = 0; %score flows 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Of2_Flows(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    score_Of2_flow =  score_Of1_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
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end 
  
score2 = 0; %score flow assignments 
for k = 1:10 
   if   Of2_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    score2 =  score2 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
   if   Of2_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    score2 =  score2 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
  
score_Of2 = score_Of2_fctn + score_Of2_flow + score2; %total score 
  
%Offspring 3 
  
Of3_Functions = FctnBlock_labels; 
Of3_Flows = Flow_Names; 
Of3_Functions = string(Of3_Functions); 
Of3_Flows = string(Of3_Flows); 
  
for i=1:7 
 Of3_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of3_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Of3_Functions(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
else 
 Of3_Functions(1,i) = FctnBlock_labels(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
  
for i=1:10 
Of3_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of3_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Of3_Flows(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
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else 
Of3_Flows(1,i) =  Flow_Names(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
Of3_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Of3_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
 for ii = 1:10 
        r1_3 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of3_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_3; 
        else 
             Of3_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlin(ii,1); 
        end 
  end 
     
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_3 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of3_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_3; 
        else 
             Of3_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlout(kk,1); 
        end 
    end 
  
Of3_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Of3_AsgnFlin, Of3_AsgnFlout); 
  
  
score_Of3_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Of3_Functions(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    score_Of3_fctn =  score_Of3_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score_Of3_flow = 0; %score flows 
for k = 1:10 
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   if  Of3_Flows(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    score_Of3_flow =  score_Of3_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score3 = 0; %score flow assignments 
for k = 1:10 
   if   Of3_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    score3 =  score3 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
   if   Of3_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    score3 =  score3 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score_Of3 = score_Of3_fctn + score_Of3_flow + score3; %total score 
  
%Offspring 4 
  
Of4_Functions = FctnBlock_labels; 
Of4_Flows = Flow_Names; 
Of4_Functions = string(Of4_Functions); 
Of4_Flows = string(Of4_Flows); 
  
for i=1:7 
 Of4_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of4_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Of4_Functions(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
else 
 Of4_Functions(1,i) = FctnBlock_labels(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
  
for i=1:10 
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Of4_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of4_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Of4_Flows(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
else 
Of4_Flows(1,i) =  Flow_Names(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
Of4_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Of4_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
 for ii = 1:10 
        r1_4 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of4_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_4; 
        else 
             Of4_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlin(ii,1); 
        end 
  end 
     
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_4 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of4_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_4; 
        else 
             Of4_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlout(kk,1); 
        end 
    end 
  
Of4_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Of4_AsgnFlin, Of4_AsgnFlout); 
  
  
score_Of4_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Of4_Functions(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    score_Of4_fctn =  score_Of4_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
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end 
  
score_Of4_flow = 0; %score flows 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Of4_Flows(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    score_Of4_flow =  score_Of4_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score4 = 0; %score flow assignments 
for k = 1:10 
   if   Of1_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    score4 =  score4 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
   if   Of4_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    score4 =  score4 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score_Of4 = score_Of4_fctn + score_Of4_flow + score4; %total score 
  
  
%Offspring 5 
  
Of5_Functions = FctnBlock_labels; 
Of5_Flows = Flow_Names; 
Of5_Functions = string(Of5_Functions); 
Of5_Flows = string(Of5_Flows); 
  
for i=1:7 
 Of5_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of5_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Of5_Functions(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
else 
 Of5_Functions(1,i) = FctnBlock_labels(1,i); 
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    end 
end 
  
  
for i=1:10 
Of5_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
    if Of5_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Of5_Flows(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
else 
Of5_Flows(1,i) =  Flow_Names(1,i); 
    end 
end 
  
Of5_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Of5_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
for ii = 1:10 
        r1_5 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of5_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_5; 
        else 
             Of5_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlin(ii,1); 
        end 
 end 
     
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_5 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Of4_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_5; 
        else 
             Of5_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  OffSp_AsgnFlout(kk,1); 
        end 
    end 
  
Of5_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Of5_AsgnFlin, Of5_AsgnFlout); 
  
score_Of5_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Of5_Functions(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
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    score_Of5_fctn =  score_Of5_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score_Of5_flow = 0; %score flows 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Of5_Flows(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    score_Of5_flow =  score_Of5_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score5 = 0; %score flow assignments 
for k = 1:10 
   if   Of5_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    score5 =  score5 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
   if   Of5_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    score5 =  score5 + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
score_Of5 = score_Of5_fctn + score_Of5_flow + score5; %total score 
  
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++ 
%-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_  Select fittest Chromosome _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++ 
  
score_array = vertcat(score_Of1, score_Of2, score_Of3, score_Of4, score_Of5); 
%combine all the scores 
M = max(score_array); %pick the highest score 
  
%Lookup the index of the highest score 
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for m = 1:5 
    if score_array(m,1) == M 
        Mindex = m; %index of the highest score 
    
    else 
        %do nothing 
    end 
     
end 
  
fctn_array = vertcat(Of1_Functions, Of2_Functions, Of3_Functions, 
Of4_Functions, Of5_Functions); 
flow_array = vertcat(Of1_Flows, Of2_Flows, Of3_Flows, Of4_Flows, Of5_Flows); 
flow_asgn_array = [Of1_Flow_Asgn, Of2_Flow_Asgn, Of3_Flow_Asgn, 
Of4_Flow_Asgn, Of5_Flow_Asgn]; 
  
%Extract the index of the highest score 
  
parent_fctn = fctn_array(Mindex,:); 
parent_flow = flow_array(Mindex,:); 
  
M_asgn_in = 2*Mindex - 1; 
M_asgn_out = 2*Mindex; 
parent_flow_asgn = [flow_asgn_array(:,M_asgn_in), 
flow_asgn_array(:,M_asgn_out)]; 
  
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++++ 
%-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ Keep creating Generations until convergence _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-
_-_-_ 
%+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++++ 
  
Gen_Count = 0; 
Gen_Count_Flow = 0; 
Gen_Count_FlAsgn = 0; 
Gen_Count_FlAsgn_2 = 0; 
Gen_Score_Rec_Fctn = zeros(5000,1); 
Gen_Score_Rec_Flow = zeros(5000,1); 
Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn = zeros(5000,1); 
Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn_2 = zeros(5000,1); 
%create five offsprings per generation 
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for gen = 1:5000 
   Gen_Count = Gen_Count + 1; 
    
   %Offspring 1 
  
Gen_Ofsp1_fctn = parent_fctn; 
  
for i=1:7 
 Gen_Ofsp1_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp1_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp1_fctn(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp1_fctn(1,i) = parent_fctn(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
  
  
Gen_score_Of1_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Gen_Ofsp1_fctn(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of1_fctn =  Gen_score_Of1_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
     
   %Offspring 2 
  
Gen_Ofsp2_fctn = parent_fctn; 
  
for i=1:7 
 Gen_Ofsp2_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp2_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp2_fctn(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp2_fctn(1,i) = parent_fctn(1,i); 
end 
end 
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Gen_score_Of2_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Gen_Ofsp2_fctn(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of2_fctn =  Gen_score_Of2_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
     
   %Offspring 3 
  
Gen_Ofsp3_fctn = parent_fctn; 
  
  
for i=1:7 
 Gen_Ofsp3_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp3_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp3_fctn(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp3_fctn(1,i) = parent_fctn(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
Gen_score_Of3_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Gen_Ofsp3_fctn(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of3_fctn =  Gen_score_Of3_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
     
   %Offspring 4 
  
Gen_Ofsp4_fctn = parent_fctn; 
  
  
for i=1:7 
 Gen_Ofsp4_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp4_fctn_rndm == 5 
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        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp4_fctn(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp4_fctn(1,i) = parent_fctn(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
Gen_score_Of4_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Gen_Ofsp4_fctn(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of4_fctn =  Gen_score_Of4_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
   %Offspring 5 
  
Gen_Ofsp5_fctn = parent_fctn; 
  
for i=1:7 
 Gen_Ofsp5_fctn_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp5_fctn_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(7,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp5_fctn(1,i) = function_verbs(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp5_fctn(1,i) = parent_fctn(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
Gen_score_Of5_fctn = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:7 
   if  Gen_Ofsp5_fctn(1,k) == Comparison_FctnBlock_labels(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of5_fctn =  Gen_score_Of5_fctn + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
%find the fittest offspring and update the parent functions. 
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Gen_score_array_fctn = vertcat(Gen_score_Of1_fctn, Gen_score_Of2_fctn, 
Gen_score_Of3_fctn, Gen_score_Of4_fctn, Gen_score_Of5_fctn); %combine all 
the fctn scores 
Gen_M_Fctn = max(Gen_score_array_fctn); %pick the highest score 
  
Gen_Score_Rec_Fctn(gen,1) = Gen_M_Fctn; 
  
%Lookup the index of the highest score 
for Gen_m_func = 1:5 
    if Gen_score_array_fctn(Gen_m_func,1) == Gen_M_Fctn 
        Gen_Mindex_Func = Gen_m_func; %index of the highest score 
    
    else 
        %do nothing 
    end 
     
end 
  
Gen_fctn_array = vertcat(Gen_Ofsp1_fctn, Gen_Ofsp2_fctn, Gen_Ofsp3_fctn, 
Gen_Ofsp4_fctn, Gen_Ofsp5_fctn); 
  
%Extract the index of the highest score 
parent_new_fctn = Gen_fctn_array(Gen_Mindex_Func,:); 
  
%terminate the loop if total score is 7 
  
  
  
  
if gen > 1 
gen_comp = gen - 1; 
if Gen_Score_Rec_Fctn(gen,1) == 7 
    A_FINAL_FCTN = parent_new_fctn; 
else 
if Gen_Score_Rec_Fctn(gen,1) >= Gen_Score_Rec_Fctn(gen_comp,1) 
parent_fctn = parent_new_fctn; 
else 
end 
end 
end 
  
if Gen_M_Fctn == 7 
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    break; 
else 
    %do nothing; 
end 
  
end 
  
%---------          -   -   -   -   -   - 
%FLOWS 
%---------          -   -   -   -   -   - 
  
for genflow = 1:5000 
   Gen_Count_Flow = Gen_Count_Flow + 1; 
    
   %Offspring 1 
  
Gen_Ofsp1_flow = parent_flow; 
  
for i=1:10 
 Gen_Ofsp1_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp1_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp1_flow(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp1_flow(1,i) = parent_flow(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
  
  
Gen_score_Of1_flow = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Gen_Ofsp1_flow(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of1_flow =  Gen_score_Of1_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
     
    %Offspring 2 
  
Gen_Ofsp2_flow = parent_flow; 
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for i=1:10 
 Gen_Ofsp2_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp2_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp2_flow(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp2_flow(1,i) = parent_flow(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
  
  
Gen_score_Of2_flow = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Gen_Ofsp2_flow(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of2_flow =  Gen_score_Of2_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
   %Offspring 3 
  
Gen_Ofsp3_flow = parent_flow; 
  
for i=1:10 
 Gen_Ofsp3_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp3_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp3_flow(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp3_flow(1,i) = parent_flow(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
  
  
Gen_score_Of3_flow = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Gen_Ofsp3_flow(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of3_flow =  Gen_score_Of3_flow + 1; 
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    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
   %Offspring 4 
  
Gen_Ofsp4_flow = parent_flow; 
  
for i=1:10 
 Gen_Ofsp4_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp4_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp4_flow(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp4_flow(1,i) = parent_flow(1,i); 
end 
end 
  
  
  
Gen_score_Of4_flow = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Gen_Ofsp4_flow(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of4_flow =  Gen_score_Of4_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
   %Offspring 5 
  
Gen_Ofsp5_flow = parent_flow; 
  
for i=1:10 
 Gen_Ofsp5_flow_rndm = randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
 if Gen_Ofsp5_flow_rndm == 5 
        vlookup = randi(9,1,1); 
    Gen_Ofsp5_flow(1,i) = flow_nouns(1, vlookup); 
   else 
  Gen_Ofsp5_flow(1,i) = parent_flow(1,i); 
end 
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end 
  
  
  
Gen_score_Of5_flow = 0; %score functions 
for k = 1:10 
   if  Gen_Ofsp5_flow(1,k) == Comparison_Flow_Names(1,k) 
    Gen_score_Of5_flow =  Gen_score_Of5_flow + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
%find the fittest offspring and update the parent functions. 
  
Gen_score_array_flow = vertcat(Gen_score_Of1_flow, Gen_score_Of2_flow, 
Gen_score_Of3_flow, Gen_score_Of4_flow, Gen_score_Of5_flow); %combine all 
the fctn scores 
Gen_M_Flow = max(Gen_score_array_flow); %pick the highest score 
  
Gen_Score_Rec_Flow(genflow,1) = Gen_M_Flow; 
  
%Lookup the index of the highest score 
for Gen_m_flow = 1:5 
    if Gen_score_array_flow(Gen_m_flow,1) == Gen_M_Flow 
        Gen_Mindex_Flow = Gen_m_flow; %index of the highest score 
    
    else 
        %do nothing 
    end 
     
end 
  
Gen_flow_array = vertcat(Gen_Ofsp1_flow, Gen_Ofsp2_flow, Gen_Ofsp3_flow, 
Gen_Ofsp4_flow, Gen_Ofsp5_flow); 
  
%Extract the index of the highest score 
parent_new_flow = Gen_flow_array(Gen_Mindex_Flow,:); 
  
%terminate the loop if total score is 7 
  
if genflow > 1 
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gen_comp_flow = genflow - 1; 
if Gen_Score_Rec_Flow(genflow,1) == 7 
    A_FINAL_FLOW = parent_new_flow; 
else 
if Gen_Score_Rec_Flow(genflow,1) >= Gen_Score_Rec_Flow(gen_comp_flow,1) 
parent_flow = parent_new_flow; 
else 
end 
end 
end 
  
if Gen_M_Flow == 10 
    break; 
else 
    %do nothing; 
end 
  
end 
  
%---------          ----------   -   -   -   -   - 
%FLOW ASSIGNMENT 
%---------          -----------   -   -   -   -   - 
for genflasgn = 1:5000 
     
%     Gen_Count_FlAsgn = Gen_Count_FlAsgn + 1; 
     
    % ---- Offspring 1 ---- 
     
Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
% Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
    for ii = 1:10 
        r1_1 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
        if change ==  3 
        Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_1; 
        else 
             Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(ii,1); 
        end 
    end 
     
%     for kk = 1:10 
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%         r2_1 = randi([0,7]); 
%         change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
%         if change ==  3 
%         Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_1; 
%         else 
%              Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
%         end 
%     end 
     
%     Gen_Ofsp1_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlin, 
Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout); 
  
Gen_score1in = 0; %score flow assignments 
Gen_score1out = 0; 
  
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    Gen_score1in =  Gen_score1in + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% for k = 1:10 
%    if   Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
%     Gen_score1in =  Gen_score1in + 1; 
%     else 
%     %do nothing 
%    end 
% end 
  
  
% Gen_score1 = Gen_score1in + Gen_score1out; 
     
% ---- Offspring 2 ---- 
  
Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
    for ii = 1:10 
        r1_2 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
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        if change ==  3 
        Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_2; 
        else 
            Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(ii,1); 
        end 
    end 
     
%     for kk = 1:10 
%         r2_2 = randi([0,7]); 
%         change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
%         if change == 3 
%         Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_2; 
%         else 
%              Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
%         end 
%     end 
     
%     Gen_Ofsp2_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlin, 
Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout); 
     
    Gen_score2in = 0; %score flow assignments 
     Gen_score2out = 0; 
      
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    Gen_score2in =  Gen_score2in + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% for k = 1:10 
%    if   Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
%     Gen_score2out =  Gen_score2out + 1; 
%     else 
%     %do nothing 
%    end 
% end 
  
% Gen_score2 = Gen_score2in + Gen_score2out; 
  
% ---- Offspring 3 ---- 
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Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
    for ii = 1:10 
        r1_3 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
        if change ==  3 
        Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_3; 
        else 
            Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(ii,1); 
        end 
    end 
     
%     for kk = 1:10 
%         r2_3 = randi([0,7]); 
%         change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
%         if change ==  3 
%         Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_3; 
%         else 
%              Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
%         end 
%     end 
     
%     Gen_Ofsp3_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlin, 
Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout); 
     
    Gen_score3in = 0; %score flow assignments 
    Gen_score3out = 0; 
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    Gen_score3in =  Gen_score3in + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% for k = 1:10 
%    if   Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
%     Gen_score3out =  Gen_score3out + 1; 
%     else 
%     %do nothing 
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%    end 
% end 
  
% Gen_score3 = Gen_score3in + Gen_score3out; 
  
% ---- Offspring 4 ---- 
  
Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
    for ii = 1:10 
        r1_4 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 3 
        Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_4; 
        else 
            Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(ii,1); 
        end 
    end 
     
%     for kk = 1:10 
%         r2_4 = randi([0,7]); 
%         change =  randi(3,1, 'int8'); 
%         if change ==  3 
%         Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_4; 
%         else 
%              Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
%         end 
%     end 
     
%      Gen_Ofsp4_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlin, 
Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout); 
     
      Gen_score4in = 0; %score flow assignments 
      Gen_score4out = 0; 
       
       
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    Gen_score4in =  Gen_score4in + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
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   end 
end 
  
% for k = 1:10 
%    if   Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
%     Gen_score4out =  Gen_score4out + 1; 
%     else 
%     %do nothing 
%    end 
% end 
  
Gen_score4 = Gen_score4in + Gen_score4out; 
     
% ---- Offspring 5 ---- 
     
Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlin = zeros(10,1); 
Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
  
    for ii = 1:10 
        r1_5 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change ==  5 
        Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlin(ii,1) = r1_5; 
        else 
            Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlin(ii,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(ii,1); 
        end 
    end 
     
%     for kk = 1:10 
%         r2_5 = randi([0,7]); 
%         change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
%         if change == 5 
%         Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_5; 
%         else 
%              Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
%         end 
%     end 
     
%      Gen_Ofsp5_Flow_Asgn = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlin, 
Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout); 
     
    Gen_score5in = 0; %score flow assignments 
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    Gen_score5out = 0; 
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlin(k,1) == IN(k,1) 
    Gen_score5in =  Gen_score5in + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% for k = 1:10 
%    if   Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
%     Gen_score5out =  Gen_score5out + 1; 
%     else 
%     %do nothing 
%    end 
% end 
  
%  Gen_score5 = Gen_score5in + Gen_score5out; 
  
% -- Extract the index of the highest score -- 
Gen_flasgn_array = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlin, Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlin, 
Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlin, Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlin, Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlin); 
Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn = vertcat(Gen_score1in, Gen_score2in, Gen_score3in, 
Gen_score4in, Gen_score5in); 
Gen_M_FlAsgn = max(Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn); 
Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn(genflasgn,1) = Gen_M_FlAsgn; 
  
for Gen_m_flasgn = 1:5 
    if Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn(Gen_m_flasgn,1) == Gen_M_FlAsgn 
        Gen_Mindex_FlAsgn = Gen_m_flasgn; %index of the highest score 
    
    else 
        %do nothing 
    end 
     
end 
  
 flasgn_in = Gen_Mindex_FlAsgn; 
parent_new_flasgn = [Gen_flasgn_array(:,flasgn_in)]; 
  
if  Gen_M_FlAsgn == 10 
    A_FINAL_FLOW_ASGN = parent_new_flasgn; 
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break; 
end 
  
if genflasgn > 1 
gen_comp_flasgn = genflasgn - 1; 
if Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn(genflasgn,1) >= 
Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn(gen_comp_flasgn, 1) 
parent_flow_asgn(:,1) = parent_new_flasgn; 
else 
    %do nothing 
end 
end 
     
% %find the fittest offspring 
%  Gen_flasgn_array = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp1_Flow_Asgn, Gen_Ofsp2_Flow_Asgn, 
Gen_Ofsp3_Flow_Asgn, Gen_Ofsp4_Flow_Asgn, Gen_Ofsp5_Flow_Asgn); 
% Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn = vertcat(Gen_score1, Gen_score2, Gen_score3, 
Gen_score4, Gen_score5); 
% Gen_M_FlAsgn = max(Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn); %pick the highest score 
% Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn(genflasgn,1) = Gen_M_FlAsgn; 
%  
% %Lookup the index of the highest score 
% for Gen_m_flasgn = 1:5 
%     if Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn(Gen_m_flasgn,1) == Gen_M_FlAsgn 
%         Gen_Mindex_FlAsgn = Gen_m_flasgn; %index of the highest score 
%     
%     else 
%         %do nothing 
%     end 
%      
% end 
%      
% flasgn_in = 2*Gen_Mindex_FlAsgn - 1; 
% flasgn_out = 2*Gen_Mindex_FlAsgn; 
%  
% parent_new_flasgn = [Gen_flasgn_array(:,flasgn_in), 
Gen_flasgn_array(:,flasgn_out)]; 
%   
%  
%  %terminate the loop if total score is 20 
%  
% if  Gen_M_FlAsgn == 20 
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%     A_FINAL_FLOW_ASGN = parent_new_flasgn; 
% break; 
% end 
%  
% %Update Parent 
%  
% if genflasgn > 1 
% gen_comp_flasgn = genflasgn - 1; 
% if Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn(genflasgn,1) > 
Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn(gen_comp_flasgn, 1) 
% parent_flow_asgn = parent_new_flasgn; 
% else 
%     %do nothing 
% end 
% end 
% %  
end 
  
%---------          ----------   -   -   -   -   - 
%FLOW ASSIGNMENT - - - II 
%---------          -----------   -   -   -   -   - 
  
for genflasgn_2 = 1:5000 
     
    % ---- Offspring 1 ---- 
     
Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout = zeros(10,1); 
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_1 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change ==  5 
        Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_1; 
        else 
             Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
        end 
    end 
     
Gen_score1out = 0; 
  
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    Gen_score1out =  Gen_score1out + 1; 
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    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% ---- Offspring 2 ---- 
  
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_2 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_2; 
        else 
             Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
        end 
    end 
     
    Gen_score2out = 0; 
     
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    Gen_score2out =  Gen_score2out + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% ---- Offspring 3 ---- 
  
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_3 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change ==  5 
        Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_3; 
        else 
             Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
        end 
    end 
Gen_score3out = 0; 
  
for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
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    Gen_score3out =  Gen_score3out + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% ---- Offspring 4 ---- 
  
    for kk = 1:10 
        r2_4 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change ==  5 
        Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_4; 
        else 
             Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
        end 
    end 
     
    Gen_score4out = 0; 
     
 for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    Gen_score4out =  Gen_score4out + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
 end 
  
 % ---- Offspring 5 ---- 
  
     for kk = 1:10 
        r2_5 = randi([0,7]); 
        change =  randi(5,1, 'int8'); 
        if change == 5 
        Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout (kk,1) = r2_5; 
        else 
             Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout(kk,1) =  parent_flow_asgn(kk,2); 
        end 
     end 
      
     Gen_score5out = 0; 
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for k = 1:10 
   if   Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout(k,1) == OUT(k,1) 
    Gen_score5out =  Gen_score5out + 1; 
    else 
    %do nothing 
   end 
end 
  
% -- Extract the index of the highest score -- 
Gen_flasgn_array_2 = horzcat(Gen_Ofsp1_AsgnFlout, Gen_Ofsp2_AsgnFlout, 
Gen_Ofsp3_AsgnFlout, Gen_Ofsp4_AsgnFlout, Gen_Ofsp5_AsgnFlout); 
Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn_2 = vertcat(Gen_score1out, Gen_score2out, 
Gen_score3out, Gen_score4out, Gen_score5out); 
Gen_M_FlAsgn_2 = max(Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn_2); 
Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn_2(genflasgn_2,1) = Gen_M_FlAsgn_2; 
  
for Gen_m_flasgn_2 = 1:5 
    if Gen_Score_array_FlAsgn_2(Gen_m_flasgn_2,1) == Gen_M_FlAsgn_2 
        Gen_Mindex_FlAsgn_2 = Gen_m_flasgn_2; %index of the highest score 
    
    else 
        %do nothing 
    end 
     
end 
  
 flasgn_in_2 = Gen_Mindex_FlAsgn_2; 
parent_new_flasgn_2 = [Gen_flasgn_array_2(:,flasgn_in_2)]; 
  
if  Gen_M_FlAsgn_2 == 10 
    A_FINAL_FLOW_ASGN_OUT = parent_new_flasgn_2; 
break; 
end 
  
if genflasgn_2 > 1 
gen_comp_flasgn_2 = genflasgn_2 - 1; 
if Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn_2(genflasgn_2,1) >= 
Gen_Score_Rec_FlAsgn_2(gen_comp_flasgn_2, 1) 
parent_flow_asgn(:,2) = parent_new_flasgn_2; 
else 
    %do nothing 
end 
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end 
     
end 
A_GEN_TO_CONV = gen + genflow + genflasgn + genflasgn_2; 
     
     
     
     
  
  
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




